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Abstract
The development of future electronic-photonic integrated circuits (EPIC) based on
silicon technology critically depends on the availability of CMOS-compatible high-
speed modulators that enable the interaction of electronic and optical signals. This
thesis investigates electrically driven Mach-Zehnder modulators based on high-index
contrast silicon waveguide technology and electronic carrier injection.
Modulators based on four different structures are investigated: the forward-biased
PiN diode with and without lifetime reduction, the reverse-biased PIN/PN diode and
a metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) structure. These devices are compared with each
other in terms of achievable performance. A modulator based on the forward-biased
PIN diode with lifetime reduction is designed to reach 34GHz bandwdith and a low
figure of merit V, -L = 0.6V -cm using a carrier lifetime reduction and a graded doping
profile. A bandwidth of 1-2GHz has been demonstrated so far which is considerably
smaller than the design bandwidth due to high series resistance. Modulators based
on the forward-biased PIN structure without lifetime reduction have a low figure of
merit, very low voltage and extremely low power consumption in the low frequency
regime. The measurements demonstrate a RF power consumption of 100mW for 25%
modulation depth and a figure of merit of V, - L = 0.28V - cm at frequencies up to
10GHz. A pre-compensation technique, using a high pass filter which consists of a
parallel resistor and capacitor, extends the modulator bandwidth from 100MHz to
5GHz experimentally. Further it is shown that, modulators based on the reverse-
biased structure can in principle reach very high speed, up to 40-80GHz in design
but it's difficult to reduce V, - L values close to or even below 1V - cm and the
necessary drive voltage is higher than the voltage provided by the CMOS technology.
For the measured bandwidth of the fabricated devices so far only 1-2GHz has been
demonstrated. This discrepancy is caused by the RC delay due to the experimental
setup and high contact resistance. Finally, the performance of the modulator based
on the metal-on-semiconductor (MOS) structure is analyzed.
Furthermore, an electrically driven Mach-Zehnder waveguide modulator based on
a high-index contrast silicon split-ridge waveguide (SRW) technology and electronic
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carrier injection is proposed. The excellent optical and carrier confinement possible
in high-index contrast waveguide devices, together with the forward biased operation
and the good thermal heat sinking due to the silicon slab close to the waveguide, en-
ables high speed modulation with small signal modulation bandwidths beyond 20GHz,
a V, times length figure of merit of V, - L = 0.5Vcm and an insertion loss of about
5.3 dB.
Finally, all-optical switches based on optical carrier-injection in high index con-
trast Si/SiO2 split-ridge-waveguide (SRW) couplers are proposed. The waveguide
devices are suitable for the construction of low-loss optical switch matrices as well as
fast optical switching. These devices exhibit robustness against fabrication tolerances,
improved heat sinking, good carrier confinement and high uniformity in transmission
over the entire C-band of optical communications in contrast to comparable devices
based on buried or ridge waveguides. A reasonably low electrical switching power
of 1-10mW is predicted for switching frequencies in the 1MHz-1GHz range. Faster
switching speed can be achieved by carrier lifetime reduction.
Thesis Supervisor: Franz X. Kdrtner
Title: Professor of Electical Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
Modern microelectronics is driving the computing power by integrating more and
more complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) transistors onto a single
chip. For example, the Intel Itanium chip contains 410 million transistors per cm 2
[1]. It is expected that an integrated circuit will have 18,497 million transistors per
cm 2 by 2020 [2]. The performance of integrated circuits has been exponentially im-
proved by shrinking the transistor size and increasing the transistor density. However,
when the feature size is below 100nm a simple scaling of transistor size does not lead
to as much gain in computing as they had in the past. There are at least two chal-
lenges in increasing transistor density: power dissipation and interconnect latency [3].
The power dissipation, consisting of active power and leakage power, grows over the
technology nodes because of the increase of the transistor density, as shown in Fig. 1-1.
The leakage power increases much faster than the active power for each technology
node. The power dissipation in microprocessors is expected to be around 450W before
2010 when the industry has planned nodes at 45nm [1]. This is unacceptable for a
chip with an area of around 1 inch2 . Secondly, the interconnect latency due to the RC
and transmission line delay becomes severe in integrated circuits with a small feature
size and a high operating frequency. The latency is mainly caused by the long global
interconnections on the IC. The total length of metal interconnects can approximately
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Figure 1-1: Power dissipation of microprocessors for different technology nodes [3].
be equal to the edge dimension of the chip which is around 15 mm, 20 mm and 30
mm for the 250-, 130- and 50-nm technology nodes, respectively [4]. The delay time
of these wires is around 150-250ps which increases as the wires are longer and finer.
This range of time delay is unacceptable for high-performance integrated circuits.
Therefore, more intelligent schemes are necessary to improve integrated circuits and
reduce power dissipation and interconnection latency.
Recently silicon photonics has been emerging as a promising solution in solving
some of the dilemmas that electronic integrated circuits are facing. Silicon photonics
processes and transmits signals by integrating electronics and photonics into a single
Si-chip based on CMOS-compatible processes, also called silicon electronic photonic
integrated circuits (EPIC). Silicon photonics can not only enhance the performance
at high operating frequencies, but also provide larger bandwidth than electronic inte-
grated circuits. Firstly, photonics is immune to electro-magnetic interference (EMI)
which is an intrinsic advantage for large scale integration, contrary to pure electronics
where the EMI becomes a serious problem especially in high-bandwidth applications.
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EMI causes the crosstalk from neighboring traces which distorts electrical signals [5].
This can be understood that the electric field of an electron decays proportionally
to - at the distance r [6]. A study showed that about 30% of voltage variation
is coupled from the neighbouring parallel wire for two parallel wires with a space
of 0.4tm, a width of 0.4/m, a thickness of 0.6[tm and a length of 2mm [7]. The
crosstalk becomes severe when thousands of cores are integrated within a small area
on the order of - cm 2 . On the contrary, the electric field of an optical mode is pro-
portional to er and decays very fast over short distance, where a is the electric
field decay coefficient at the cladding. Waveguides can be spaced from each other by
2-4 micrometers to allow <30dB crosstalk between adjacent waveguides over a 4 cm
chip propagation length.
Secondly, photonics offers low timing-jitter, making photonic circuits very at-
tractive over the purely electronic circuits. Photonics can provide Ifs or even sub-
femtosecond timing-jitter, about 2-3 orders higher than electronics, as shown in Fig. 1-
2. The silicon EPIC technology may provide over 8 bits resolution at a bandwidth of
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40Gbps for the application of analog-to-digital convertors.
Thirdly, the silicon EPIC may provide very high bandwidth in signal processing
and transmission by using dense wavelength division method (DWDM). DWDM is a
well-known and well-established method in optical communications to increase total
bandwidth. This concept is envisioned to be used in intra-chip, as shown in Fig.1-3,
and in optical analog-to-digital converters (ADC), as shown in Fig.1-4.
In a intra-chip architecture for multi-core microprocessors, a photonic network
connects all electronic microprocessors and memory modules. An off-chip or on-chip
source provides multi-wavelength laser to the photonic network. Every electronic
module, such as the microprocessor and memory, can receive and transmit optical
signals. Microring filters can filter the desired wavelength and microring modulators
can modulate imprint signals to narrow optical bandwidth light. If there is 100
wavelengths and every wavelength carries 10Gbps signal, the total bandwidth of the
intra-chip can reach 1000Gbps.
As shown in Fig.1-4, the optical ADC channelizes the optical clock in time using
precisely-tuned WDM filters to create time-interleaved optical sampling signals, each
operating at the rate of the optical clock. The total sampling rate is then the optical
clock rate times the number of WDM channels. A low timing-jitter mode-locked
laser is designed to generate an optical pulse with a repetition rate of 1GHz. The
pulse is chirped with a fiber spool or other dispersion devices. Then the chirped light
is modulated by a high-speed silicon modulator and fed to a demux module based
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on ring resonators. Every channel only drops one wavelength which only carriers a
1GHz signal. The photo-detectors and electronic ADC only need to process 1GHz
signal and thus reduce the difficulties in high-speed circuits. This optical ADC can
be designed to operate at 100Gbps and at leat 7 effective number of bits (ENOB).
This is a highly compact electronic photonic integrated circuit.
For the time being, a sub-micrometer technology node is available, such as 65nm
node in industry. The e-beam technology pushes the smallest feature size less than
10nm [11]. The innovation in fabrication techniques open an opportunity to make
ultra-compact photonics and make photonic circuits with large scale integration.
With the progress in fabrication, a lot of high-performance photonic devices were
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demonstrated in recent years. The first GHz silicon Mach-Zehnder optical modulator
was reported by Intel [12]. 20GHZ was also demonstrated recently [13] [14]. Years' of
research on Germanium photo-detectors has provided a deep understanding on the
Ge-detector and a lot of high-performance devices have been fabricated [15]. Most
importantly, they can be fabricated with CMOS-compatible techniques. There is also
a lot of progress in laser sources. Intel and UC Santa Babara demonstrated a laser by
bonding IIIV material to silicon waveguide at low temperature at which the perfor-
mance of electronic circuits is not deteriorated [16]. Other devices, such as silicon ring
filters, ring modulators and fiber-chip couplers, are also demonstrated with high per-
formance and large scale integration. All these high-performance CMOS-compatible
photonic devices have made it promising to integrate photonics and electronics into
a single chip at low cost.
Silicon is the dominant material of the microelectronics industry. The availability
of the well-established, cost-effective fabrication processes renders silicon an attractive
choice for optoelectronics, for all applications where infrared light beyond the silicon
absorption edge is to be guided, filtered, modulated and switched [17] [18]. In addition,
optical components that can be manufactured in a CMOS compatible fabrication
process, promise full integrability with CMOS microelectronic circuits. Thus, silicon
offers a potential platform to integrate microelectronic and optical circuits.
Rapidly increasing network traffic resulting from the worldwide increase in data
communications demands faster, cheaper and more reliable switches and modulation
devices. Optical switches and modulators are the fundamental components of opto-
electronic integrated circuits. It translates the electronic signal into an optical signal.
It's difficult to modulate light sources directly at high speed because the cavity in
laser source, such as distributed feedback(DFB) structure, is usually sensitive to fab-
rication error and external environment. What's more, there is no on-chip silicon laser
available for EPIC applications so far because silicon can not effectively generate light
[16]. Off-chip laser and external modulation are necessary.
In order to achieve high-performance EPIC circuits, high quality electro-optic
modulators (EOM) are needed. Firstly, the electro-optic modulators (EOM) should
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be CMOS-compatible such that all processes can be done with standard cost-effective
silicon processes. The silicon process has been studied for several decades and is very
well-known. More importantly, it would be very advantageous to fabricate the elec-
tronics and photonics in the same well-established process at the same time. Secondly,
a large bandwidth is desired for many applications. The speed of modulators is the
bottleneck in EPIC circuits. The thermo-optic has been widely used because it can
induce large refractive index change without optical loss, but the switching speed
is at the order of Ms. A switching speed of 970ns has been demonstrated based on
thermo-optic effect [19]. The plasma dispersion effect induces the change of refractive
index and optical absorption coefficient. Modulation speed based on the plasma effect
is mainly determined by carrier lifetimes and carrier drift velocity. Other effects, such
as the Start effect, can be employed for fast modulation but are too weak to provide
high modulation efficiency in silicon. Thirdly, a low power dissipation is required to
reduce the total power consumption in an EPIC chip. Furthermore, low insertion
loss, high modulation efficiency, high extinction ratio and very low nonlinearity are
also needed.
1.2 Outline of Thesis
This thesis investigates electrically driven Mach-Zehnder modulators based on high-
index contrast silicon waveguide technology and electronic carrier injection. It is
organized as follows.
In Chapter 2, we review the theoretical work of optical modulation and the prior
art of silicon-based optical modulators. In particular, various modulation effects are
discussed and special attention is paid to four effects: the electro-optic effect, the
Franz-Keldysh effect, the quantum confined Stark effect (QCSE) and the plasma
dispersion effect. The properties of different materials for modulation are studied.
The PN junction, PIN diode theories and Mach-Zehnder interferometer transmission
characteristics are discussed, since PIN/PN diodes are widely used to inject carriers
and the Mach-Zehnder interferometer is employed to achieve broad optical bandwidth.
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In Chapter 3, we investigate high-speed electro-optic modulators based on high-
index-contrast silicon buried waveguides. The modulators based on four different
structures, the forward-biased PIN diode with lifetime reduction, the forward-biased
diode without lifetime reduction, the reverse-biased PIN/PN diode and the metal-
oxide-semiconductor (MOS) structure, are presented. The electrical properties of such
modulators are simulated with the 2-dimensional semiconductor simulator MEDICI
and the experimental results are analytically and numerically analyzed. The fabrica-
tion and measurement setup are illustrated and discussed.
An alternative waveguide structure, Si/SiO2 split-ridge waveguides (SRW), is
studied in Chapter 4. The SRW is explored and its properties of good heat sinking,
large fabrication tolerance and broadband coupling are discussed. An electro-optic
modulator is realized based on the SRW waveguide. Two architectures for all-optical
carrier injection switches using two or three waveguides are proposed.
Carrier lifetimes in waveguides play an important role in the performance of
electro-optic modulators. In Chapter 5, carrier lifetimes in bulk and SOI silicon wafers
and high-index-contrast waveguides is measured. Carrier recombination mechanisms
in semiconductors and high-index-contrast waveguides are are discussed. Carrier
lifetimes and surface recombination velocities of bulk and SOI silicon wafers with dif-
ferent surface passivation is measured with radio-frequency photo-conductance delay
spectroscopy (RF-PCD) and dual-color pump-probe methods.
Finally, in Chapter 6, the conclusions are presented and future work is proposed.
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Chapter 2
Overview and Theory of Optical
Modulators
As discussed in chapter 1, optical modulators have been an active research topic
for several decades because of their important applications. Researchers have been
investigating different modulation effects, exploring possible modulation materials
and various structures. Since this thesis investigates high-performance silicon electro-
optic modulators, we review the theoretical work on optical modulation and the prior
arts of silicon-based optical modulators before getting into the detailed discussed
of the main work. It provides a guidance to the innovative designs of high-speed
silicon-based optical modulators discussed later in this thesis.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. 2.1, various modulation effects
are discussed. Special attention is paid to four effects: the electro-optic effect, the
Franz-Keldysh effect, the quantum confined Stark effect (QCSE) and the plasma
dispersion effect. In Sec. 2.2, the properties of different materials for modulation are
studied. In Sec. 2.3, the prior arts of silicon-based optical modulators are reviewed.
In Sec. 2.4, the PN junction, PIN diode theories and Mach-Zehnder interferometer
transmission characteristics are discussed, since PIN/PN diodes are later used to
inject carriers and the Mach-Zehnder interferometer is employed to achieve broadband
optical modulation.
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2.1 Physical Effects for Optical Modulation
The modulation of optical signals, such as modulation of phase and amplitude, can be
achieved through changes in refractive index and optical absorption of materials. Such
changes can be induced by applying external electric fields, injecting free carriers,
propagating acoustic waves or controlling the temperature in materials. Here, we
focus our discussion on four different effects applicable for electro-optic modulators:
the electrooptic effect, the Franz-Keldysh effect, the quantum confined Stark effect
(QCSE) and the plasma dispersion effect. In particular, since silicon will be used to
implement electro-optic modulators in this thesis, the properties of these four effects
in silicon are discussed.
2.1.1 Electrooptic Effects (Pockels and Kerr effects)
The electrooptic effect describes the change in refractive index due of a material to
applied electric fields [20] [37] [76]. The field-dependent change of refractive index is
described by the sum of linear field-dependent terms and higher order terms,
1
A = 12 IEijkkEk + Ek1sijkIEkE + ... (2.1)
where nr is the refractive index, Ekl is the electric field component in different po-
larization directions, such as x, y and z in Cartesian coordinate system, rijk are the
linear electrooptic coefficients, i.e., the Pockels coefficients, and sijk, are the quadratic
electrooptic coefficients, i.e., the Kerr coefficients. For example, the Pockels coeffi-
cient is 1.6 x 10-1 0cm/V for GaAs and 3.08 x 10 9 cm/V for LiNbO3 [20]. The Pockels
effect occurs only in crystals that lack inversion symmetry, such as lithium niobate
and gallium arsenide. The Kerr effect is dominant in centrosymmetric materials. Be-
cause there is no carrier transport involved in the medium, modulators based on these
two effects usually consume very little electric power and are more preferable in high
speed modulation.
For crystalline silicon which is inversion symmetric, the linear electro-optic effect
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(Pockels effect) vanishes and only the quadratic electro-optic effect (Kerr effect) is
leftover. A theoretical prediction gives that the Kerr effect can cause refractive in-
dex changes up to An = -10-6 and -i10 4 in the electric field E = 10 5 V/cm and
10 6 V/cm, respectively, in silicon at wavelength A = 1.3tm [35]. The later calculated
refractive index change is not achievable because the required electric field exceeds
the dielectric breakdown electric field of silicon 4 x 10 1 5V/cm at free carrier concen-
tration N = 10 5 /cm 3 [77]. There is no linear electrooptic effect in bulk Si. Recent
research has shown that a linear electroptic effect can be generated by breaking the
cubic symmetry of Si using strain [30].
2.1.2 Franz-Keldysh Effect
The Franz-Keldysh effect is caused by tilting of the energy bands of a semiconductor
due to a uniform applied electric field. As shown in Fig.2-1(a), an electron can transit
from the valence band to the conduction band by absorbing a photon with energy
hv = E, in the absence of an external field. In an external field, the maximum of
the valance band, the minimum of the conductance band and the wavefunction of
holes and electrons may extend to the band gap between valance and conductance
bands. An electronic transition with lower energy than the bandgap energy Eg can
happen by photo-assisted tunnelling, shown in Fig.2-1(b). If the energy of the incident
light is near the bandgap E., the absorption spectrum shifts to longer wavelength as
a uniform electric field is applied and this effect can be used for electroabsorption
modulators. If the incident light energy is smaller than the bandgap energy E., the
refractive index change is more dominant than the absorption coefficient change and
thus a phase modulator can be designed based on the Franz-Keldysh effect.
The Franz-Keldysh effect in silicon has been measured experimentally. The ab-
sorption spectra induced by electric-field effects in silicon is measured and then
the refractive index change is calculated based on the measured absorption spec-
tra using Kramers-Kronig relation. The refractive index change is computed to be
An = +1.3 x 10- when the applied electric field is E = 10V/cm at wavelength
A = 1.07pm [35]. In this measurement, the refractive index change is mainly induced
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Figure 2-1: (a) Equilibrium state, (b) Franz-Keldysh effect and the tilting of energy
bands in a uniform electric field [20].
by the Franz-Keldysh and electro-optic effects because the refractive index change
due to the electro-optic effects is An = -106 as discussed in previous section which
is negligible. It is worth noting that the Franz-Keldysh effect is relatively weak com-
pared with the plasma dispersion effect in silicon which is discussed in Sec.2.1.4.
2.1.3 Quantum Confined Stark Effect (QCSE)
The quantum confined Stark effect (QCSE) happens when an electric field is applied
perpendicular to the quantum well, as shown in Fig. 2-2. The transition of electrons
in quantum well structures is governed by the equation[20]
hW = Eg + Eel - Ehl - Eex (2.2)
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Figure 2-2: Quantum-well energy subbands and wave functions (a) in the absence of
an applied electric field, and (b) in the presence of an applied electric field [37].
where hw, Eg, Eei, Ehi and Fe are the photon energy, the band-gap energy of the
well material, the electron subband energy, the hole subband energy, and the binding
energy of the exciton, respectively. The wavefunctions of an electron and a hole in the
quantum-well are pushed to the well wall in opposite direction by the applied electric
field F. The electron subband energy Eej decreases while the hole subband energy Ehi
increases, thus the difference between these two energies Ehd = Eej - Ehi reduces. The
exciton binding energy Ee, also decreases. Therefore, the effective bandgap reduces.
The electric field shifts the absorption spectra to longer wavelength.
The quantum-confined Stark effect is widely used in InGaAs/InAlAs quantum well
structures, because it usually induces larger refractive index change in InGaAs/InAlAs
quantum well structures than in the silicon-based materials [20]. A strong Quamtum-
confined Stark Effect has been recently found in germanium and silicon germanium
quantum-wells [78]. The subband energy structure is shown in Fig.2-3(a) and the
measured effective absorption coefficient spectra is plotted in Fig. 2-3(b). The maxi-
mum effective absorption coefficient change is 2,800 /cm at 1,438nm under 3 V bias.
This achievement may lead to a short length and very high-speed optical modula-
tor. However, it's challenging in fabricating multi-stack silicon germanium structures.
Furthermore, it's difficult to couple the optical signal from the thin silicon waveguide
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Figure 2-3: (a) The subband energy of Ge/SiGe quantum wells, (b) effective absorp-
tion coefficient spectra [781.
( 250 nm) to the thick silicon germanium waveguide (> 1pm) which is located around
1pm above the silicon waveguide in the multi-stack structure.
2.1.4 Plasma Dispersion Effect
The plasma effect describes the change in refractive index and optical absorption
coefficient induced by free carriers in a semiconductor. The motion of an electron in
silicon structures is governed by Newton's Law,
dv
Fi0t = m= Fext - F damp (2.3)
where r is the position of the electron. Feto is the total force applied on the electron.
Fext = q(E + v x B) - qE is the external force on the electron. The second term is
negligible for v < cl, as E = E/c for a plane wave travelling at a speed of cl, and
v x B ^=a (v/cj)E < E [6]. The damping force Fdam png is induced from the momentum
change in a band [791,
(2.4)MVFdamping =
T
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where r is the relaxation time constant. Then the equation of motion of an electron
can be rewritten as[80],
qE = m-- + -- (2.5)
dt -r
We assume that the electric field is E = Eoe- , then the electron velocity can be
explicitly expressed as
qE
V -= (2.6)
-iwm + m/r
Putting this electron velocity into Maxwell's equation, we obtain
VxH = +J
at
= -iweE+Nqv
- (wpr) 2 (w) 2 - iw
S(wT) 2 (w-r) 2 +1
= -iwcoEE (2.7)
and
E = (n + ik)2 =r+Ei (WT) 2 (w-r) 2 _ iW+ (2.8)
(w-r) 2 (wr)2 +1
where wp = J is the electron plasma frequency, J, is the polarization current
density, N is the free carrier density, m is the carrier effective mass, Er and 6i are the
real and imaginary parts of relative permittivity without polarization current, CO and
e = (n + ik)2 are the permittivity of free space and the effective permittivity in the
medium, respectively. Separating the real part and the imaginary part of 6, we obtain
the relation between the real part n and imaginary part k of the refractive index
n2 - k2= r - (W) 2±1 (2.9)
(WT) 2 +
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2nk = Ei + ( (2.10)
wr (wr)2 + 1
Setting the total force to zero, the electron mobility p = qr/m can be obtained from
equations (2.3) and (2.5). Substituting T = mu/q, n = no + An and k = ko + Ak
into equations (2.9) and (2.10), the real part change of the refractive index and the
change of the electric power absorption coefficient are derived,
e2A2 N
An= - e2c 2  N (2.11)87r 22 cono m
Aa = = N(2.12)
7A 4r 2c3 ono m 2  (
where Wr > 1, n > k and no > An are used for infrared frequencies [81]. no
and ko are the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index without free carriers.
Taking into account the contribution from electrons and holes, the total refractive
index charge is
An - An + Anh (2.13)87r2c2 Eon me mh
and the absorption coefficient change is
47rAk e3A 2 An. Anh
a = = 2 ( 2 + (2.14)AMee mhlhA 4lrchon m~p mp
where Ane and Anh are the free electron and hole densities, and the subscripts "e"
and "h" refer to electrons and holes, respectively.
An alternative way to predict the refractive index change is to convert from ex-
perimental electroabsorption data using the Kramers-Kronig relation [35],
An(w) = (c/r)P o 4"'d' -6.3 x 10-6Pj A V)d' (2.15)
wh W/2 w W2 V = h/ a r2 _ 2
where w, V = hw/q and c are the angular frequency, the normalized photon en-
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Figure 2-4: (a) Experimental optical absorption spectra of c-silicon as a function of
electron concentration, (b) calculated refractive index change as a function of electron
concentration based on Kramers-Kronig theorem at wavelength A = 1.55pm. The
circle lines are for holes and the solid lines are for electrons [35].
ergy and the speed of light, respectively. Fig.2-4(a) gives the experimental optical
absorption spectra for different n-type doping. Because the absorption coefficient ap-
proaches that of intrinsic crystal silicon at higher energy, it is adequate to integrate
Aa from energy 0 to 2.8eV in equation (2.15). Fig.2-4(b) shows the calculated re-
fractive index change as a function of electron and hole concentration at wavelength
A = 1.55pm. A fitting of the refractive index change An in Fig.2-4(b) indicates
that An depends linearly on the electron density and depends on the hole density
proportional to AN. 8,
An = -8.8 x 10- 22cm 3Ane - 8.5 x 10- 18cm2.4 An0.8 (2.16)
Aa = 8.5 x 10- 18cm 2 Ane + 6.0 x 10- 18Cm 2Anh (2.17)
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Compared with the Soref model in equations (2.16) and (2.17), the classical Drude
model in equations (2.13) and (2.14) predicts different scaling of the changes of re-
fractive index and optical absorption coefficients. In Fig.2-5, the refractive index and
absorption changes from electrons and holes are plotted for the two models. We choose
the parameters for the Drude model: me = 0.26mo, mh = 0.39mo, p" = 1000cm 2 .V/S
and Ph = 500cm2 . V/s. It can be seen from Fig.2-5(a) that the Soref and Drude mod-
els match very well in the refractive index change induced by the electron density but
differ in that induced by the hole density. There is almost an order difference at low
free hole concentration around Ah = 1015 1017/cm 3 . In addition, the Soref model
predicts more refractive index change due to free holes than that due to free electrons
while the Drude model predicts the same level changes due to electrons and holes.
Moreover, the optical absorption coefficient change is an order of magnitude higher
in the Drude model than in the Soref model at free carrier concentration around
101- 10 18/cm 3 in Fig.2-5(b).
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2.1.5 Other Effects
Besides the four modulation effects discussed in the previous subsections, there are
other modulation effects widely used in optical modulation. The acoustooptic effect
induces refractive index changes by an acoustic wave. The acoustic wave can prop-
agate in a medium, such as a crystal, and induce periodic refractive index changes
in the medium such that the incident light can scatter off from the index grating
[37]. Secondly, the thermooptic effect is a large effect in silicon. The thermooptic
coefficient is 2 x 10 4 /K such that a 10 degree temperature change can induce 0.01
refractive index change which is at least 2-3 orders larger than the other effects, such
as the elctrooptic effects and the Franz-Keldysh effect in an external electric field of
~ 105 V/cm and the plasma dispersion effect with a carrier injection of 10 7/cm 3.
However, the thermooptic modulation is a slow mechanism on the order of As to ms
[27]. Thirdly, Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) is another slow mechanism
inducing large refractive index change [82]. A moving component of the MEMS system
can change the mode profile or introduce optical loss for light modulation. Finally,
other effects, such as the field effect in liquid crystals [83], have been investigated to
achieve high-performance modulation.
2.2 Materials for Optical Modulators
The performance of optical modulation not only depends on the modulation effects
discussed in the previous section, but also depends on the material properties. There
are many materials which can be used to modulate light. We mention a few, as shown
in Table 2.1, for the purpose of the present thesis. In particular, we are interested in
three kinds of materials, dielectric crystals, IIIV materials and silicon-based materials,
which can be employed in electro-optic modulators.
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Table 2.1: Materials for modulation
Materials Dominant Band Optical Advantages Disadvantages
effects energy applications
Crystal electrooptic[84] modulater high modulation expensive,
(like LiNbO3) quality large size,
no electronics
GaAs electrooptic[85] direct bangap modulator, integration expensive
Franz-Keldysh[86] Ag = 872nm detector
QCSE*[87] and laser
InP electrooptic[37] direct bangap modulator, integration expensive
Franz-Keldysh[86] Ag = 923nm detector
QCSE[87] and laser
Ge/ QCSE[78] direct bandgap broadband detector CMOS-integration
Sii_,Ge. Franz-kelsysh[15] Ag = 1.87pm and modulator
Silicon thermooptic[27 indirect bandgap modulation and mature electronics, limited light
plasma[21] Ag = 1.1pLm passive devices CMOS-compatible emmision
like AWG** photonics_
* QCSE: quantum confined Stark effect ** AWG: arrayed-waveguide grating
2.2.1 Dielectric Crystal and IIIV-Semiconductor Materials
Crystals, such as LiNbO 3 and KH2 PO4 , have strong electrooptic effects and can
modulate light at high speed (over 40Gbps) and with low signal chirping and low
RF power consumption [37] [84]. Particularly, LiNbO3 has unique piezo-electric prop-
erties for acoustic modulation [88]. However, LiNbO3 can nott be integrated with
CMOS electronics directly and it is large size on the order of centimeters prohibits the
electronic and photonic integration. The high cost of LiNbO3 makes it less attractive
than semiconductor materials.
InP and GaAs are the popular IIIV semiconductor platforms for photonic device
fabrication [86]. The electrooptic effects, the Franz-Keldysh effect and the quantum
confined Stark effect (QCSE) are the dominant effects in GaAs and InP based modu-
lators. They have a direct bangap and can not only modulate but also emit and detect
light. InP-based Distributed Feedback Lasers (DFB) operating at 1310/1550 nm are
already widely used in industry. GaAs/AlGaAs Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting
Laser (VCSEL) transmitters and GaAs pin photodetector-based receivers are widely
applied for 850 nm wavelength products [89]. Furthermore, the integration of elec-
tronics and photonics based on GaAs and InP can provide high-speed high-quality
electronic photonic integrated circuits. In 2006, Infinera had developed 100Gbps
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transceivers based on InP large-scale photonic circuits [90].
2.2.2 Group-IV Materials
Silicon-based materials are CMOS-compatible materials, including silicon and ger-
manium. Silicon oxide and silicon nitride usually act as cladding to confine light.
Germanium has an enhanced Franz-Keldysh effect present in epitaxial germanium
films on silicon and tensile strained germanium [15]. The quantum confined Stark
effect (QCSE) is also found in Ge/Si-,Ge_ quantum wells [87]. These two effects
make it possible to fabricate a high-speed modulators based on germanium.
Silicon is the dominant material of the microelectronics industry. The availability
of the well-established and cost-effective fabrication processes renders silicon an at-
tractive choice for optoelectronics, for all applications where infrared light beyond the
silicon absorption edge is to be guided, filtered, modulated and switched [17][18]. In
addition, optical components that can be manufactured in a CMOS compatible fabri-
cation process, promise full integrability with CMOS microelectronic circuits. Thus,
silicon offers a potential platform to integrate microelectronic and optical circuits.
The next section will summarize the prior art on silicon-based modulators, most of
which are based on silicon using plasma dispersion effect.
2.3 Prior Art of Silicon-Based Optical Modulators
Silicon-based optical modulators attract a lot of attention because of their CMOS-
compatible fabrication and high-speed operation. This section reviews the prior art of
silicon-based optical modulators in order of time, summarizes and compares their per-
formance, advantages and disadvantages using different electrical and optical struc-
tures, as shown in Table 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4.
In the years before 1990, a lot of effort had been put on silicon-based electro-
optic modulators, such as the work done by Soref and colleges [35] [21][22][23], as
shown in Table 2.2. A forward-biased PIN structure was widely used in these publi-
cations. However, with the available fabrication technology at that time, the waveg-
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Table 2.2: Electro-optic modulators (1980-1989)
Year 1986[21]1 1987[22]1 1988[23]2 1989[2411
Author/Institution Soref/AFB 3  Lorenzo/AFB Friedman/AFB Hemenway/Standford
Materials Silicon Silicon Silicon Silicon
Effects Plasma Plasma Plasma Plasma
Wavelength [pm] 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3
Electrical Structure PN-Forward PIN-Forward DIFET with Depletion 4  PIN-forward
Optical Structure 2 x 2 X-structure 2 x 2 X-structure 2 x 2 X-structure Reflector
Phase-shift efficiency N.A. N.A. 78V -cm N.A.
Length 3mm 400-2000pim 650pm N.A.
Waveguide cross 10 x 6(multi-mode) 15 x 6 (multi-mode) 3.8 x 2 3 x 6
section [ ym2]
Capacitance N.A. N.A. 1.5fF/pm N.A.
Effective lifetime [ns] lys N.A. lops N.A.
Bandwidth f3dB N.A. N.A. ~3.2GHz 200MHz
(RC delay limit)
Index Change AN 0.9 x 10-3 1.5 x 10-3 10-3 N.A.
Modulation depth N.A. 50% 10%@Vg = 1.5 10%
(Extinction ratio) 90%@V= 13.5
Insertion loss [dB] 5-13dB/cm N.A. N.A. N.A.
Total loss [dB] N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
Power [mW] N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
Voltage [VI N.A. N.A. Vgate = 1.5 - 13.5 N.A.
J [A/cm 2 ] N.A. 1-4k <1k (no heating) ~5k
1 Demonstrated
2 Design
3 AFB:Air Force Base
I DIFET: Double-injection Field Effect Transistor
Table 2.3: Electro-optic modulators (1990-2004)
Year 1991[26]' 1994[91]1 1995[92]1 1997[93]2 1999[94]2 2000(25]1 2004[27]1 2002[95]([96])l 2002[84]1
Author/ Treyz/ Liu/ Tang/ Cutolo/ Irace/ Dainesi/ Barrios/ Lee/ Kondo/
Institution IBM Xi'an,China SurreyUK Napoli,Intaly Napoli,Intaly Swiss Federal Cornell Bell Lab NGK,Japan
Materials Silicon Silicon silicon Silicon Silicon Silicon Silicon Polymer LiNbO3
Effects Plasma Plasma Plasma Plasma Plasma Plasms Thermooptic Electrooptic Electrooptic
Wavelength [ttm] 1.3-1.55 1.3 1.5 1.55 1.55 1.3 1.553 pm 1310 nm 1.55
FWHM=1.54nm
Electrical Structure PIN-forward PIN-forward PIN-forward BMFET 3  PIN-forward PIN-forward PIN-forward N.A. Voltage
Optical MZ 4  2 x 2 Free space, MZ Waveguide DBR 5  MZ Bragg reflectors MZ MZ
Structure X-structure
Phase-shift efficiency N.A. N.A. 9 V - cm 8.3 V - cm N.A. 22.8V - cm N.A. V, = 11.3V 12V -cm
(W - cm)
Length [im] 500 200 500 1000 3200 1mm 20pim 2cm 4cm
Waveguide cross 10 x 4.6 6 x 1.8 8 x 6.5 6 x 6 3 x 36 10 x 10 1.5 x 1.5 (15 x 10) Mode size
section [pIm 2] R : 6
Effective lifetime [ns] <50 100 N.A. 5.6 N.A. 50ns N.A. N.A. N.A.
Bandwidth f3dB 3MHz 1.5MHz N.A. ~20MHz ~20MHz 10MHz N.A. 250GHz 30GHz
Injected Carrier 6.5 x 1017 N.A. N.A. N.A. 1.6 x 1017  2.5 x 101 7  N.A. N.A. N.A.
ANe/h [cm3 ]
Index Change AN N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 1.8 x 10-4 N.A. N.A. N.A.
Modulation depth 65% >90% N.A. 20% 94% N.A. 3.2dB(53%) N.A. N.A.
(Extinction rate) 20.7dB 25dB
Insertion loss [dB] N.A. 240dB/cm N.A. 15dB/cm 3.1dB/cm 8.5dB 7dBODBR (1.2dB/cm) 10dB
Total loss [dB] 15-20dB/cm N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
power [mW] N.A. N.A. 11.9 43, 126 0.3,9.3 210mW 20mW N.A. N.A.
Voltage [V] N.A. N.A. V = 1.7V N.A. 0.64 2.06V N.A. 6V N.A.
J [A/cm 2 ] 1.6 12.5 0.175 N.A. N.A. 19K 18k N.A. N.A.
1 Demonstrated
2 Design
3 BMFET: Bipolar mode field effect
4 MZ: Mach-Zehnder
5 DBR: Distributed Bragg Reflector transistor
R 11011
Table 2.4: Electro-optic modulators (2004-2007)
Year 2004[12]([97])' 2005[47]' 2005[73](2007[98])' 2005[78]' 2006[30]' 2006[31]1 2005[32]2 2006[99]1 2007[14]1
Author/ Liu(Samara-Rubio)/ Liao/ Xu/ Kuo/ Jacobsen/ Gu/ Gardes/ Guckenberger/ Liu/
Institution Intel Intel Cornell Stanford Denmark Texas SurreyUK Luxtera Intel
Materials Silicon Silicon Silicon Ge/SiGe Strained-Si Silicon Silicon Silicon Silicon
Effects Plasma Plasma Plasma QCSE 3  Pockels Plasma Plasma Plasma Plasma
Wavelength 1.54p4m 1.55pIm 1.574pim 1.5pIm 1.561 1.56 1.55 1.55 1.55
FWHM=0.04nm
Electrical MOS MOS PIN PIN-MQW Voltage PIN P+pnN+ PN PN
Structure N.A. forward reverse reverse reverse
Optical Structure MZ 4  MZ Ring N.A. MZ, PCW5  MZ, PCW MZ MZ
V - L 8V - cm 3.3V - cm N.A. 2.5V -cm 4V - cm
Length 1-8mm,2.5cm 3.45mm R=6pm N.A. 20im 80pim 2.5mm 4mm 1-5mm
Waveguide cross 2.5 x 2.3 1.6 x 1.6 0.45 x 0.25 N.A. 1 x 0.22 2 x 0.22 0.415 x 0.45 0.5 x 0.25 0.6 x 0.5
section [pm 2]
Capacitance (70pF/cm) 26.4pF/ N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
3.45mm
Effective lifetime N.A. N.A. 10 N.A. N.A. 0.63 3-7ps N.A. N.A.
Bandwidth f3dB 1(2.5)GHz 10Gbps 1.5Gbps 50GHz N.A. -250MHz ~20-40GHz 20Gbps 20GHz
(12.5Gbps)
Injected Carrier N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 3 x 1017 N.A. N.A. N.A.
ANe/h[/cm 3
_
Index Change AN N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 0.001 N.A. N.A. N.A.
Modulation depth 16dBODC,1cm 4.2dB@0.157r 97% a= N.A. 90% N.A. 20-80% N.A.
(Extinction rate) (5dB@1GHz,lcm) (9dB) 2800/cm@3V
Insertion loss 6.7dB/cm lOdB(on-chip) N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 2dB N.A. 7dB(on-chip)
(5.1dB/cm) 9dB(coupling)
Total loss N.A. N.A. 9dB, including N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
coupling loss
power N.A. N.A. 10 - 100pjW N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
(4mW)
Voltage N.A. 3.3V 4V 4V 110V 2V 5V 5V 6V
J [A/cm 2] N.A. N.A. 0.15 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1 Demonstrated
2 Design
3 QCSE: quantum-confined Stark effect
4 MZ: Mach-zehnder
5 PCW: photonic crystal waveguide
uides usually had an active region longer than 4mm [21] and a cross-section larger
than 15pm x 6pm [22], which limits the maximum speed achievable in modulation.
The fastest speed found in the literature was predicted theoretically to be about
3.2GHz [23] in a double-injection field effect transistor (DIFET) and demonstrated
to be around 200KHz [24] based on forward-biased PIN diodes.
Selected publications between 1990-2004 on electro-optic modulators are summa-
rized in Table 2.3. Most modulators were designed based on forward-biased PIN
structures. The advantage of this kind of electrical structure is that it can provide
more carrier injection to enlarge the change of refractive index than other structures,
for example, the injected carrier density can reach Ane/h = 2.5 x 1017/cm 3 [25].
However, there are two main disadvantages associated with this kind of structure.
Firstly, the modulation speed is usually determined by the lifetime which is on the
order of several nano-seconds to several micro-seconds [26]. It can usually provide
less than 1GHz modulation speed. Secondly, the refractive index change due to the
plasma effect might be cancelled due to the thermo-optic effect. The forward-biased
current leads to the heating, the refractive index change induced by the thermo-optic
effect is opposite to the plasma effect. In the literature, the highest current density
achieved to induce a plasma dispersion effect was found to be 19kA/cm2 [25]. Such
high current densities are usually undesired because at a current density greater than
18kA/cm 2 , a thermal effect larger than the plasma effect is undesired [27].
Since 2004, more electrical structures have been proposed for silicon electro-optic
modulators, such as metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) and reverse-biased PIN/PN
diodes. A modulator based on a MOS-structure was first proposed and demonstrated
in February 2004 by Intel [12]. The advantage of a MOS structure is that it has a
very similar process as a transistor because both such modulator and transistor have
a MOS-structure. This property may be desirable in future photonic and electronic
integration. The disadvantage is that the modulation based on MOS structure is
limited by RC delay. Also a modulator with smaller capacitance has a larger band-
width but it needs a higher RF voltage to achieve the same amount of injected charge
Q = CV. There is a tradeoff between speed and voltage [97]. So far the demonstrated
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widest bandwidth is 10Gbps while the necessary voltage is several volts which can't
be provided by standard CMOS circuits [47].
Reverse-biased modulators have attracted a lot of attention since 2004 [32][99] [14].
Fast modulation speed can be achieved for a reverse-biased modulator because a high
electric field, such as 105 V/cm, can be applied on reverse-biased PIN structures, which
drives carriers to travel close at saturation velocity V, = 107 cm/s. The modulation
speed is inverse to the transit time Tt = W/v. Here, W and v are the travelling
distance and the carrier drift velocity, respectively. It was predicted that the reverse-
biased modulation can achieve a high speed of 20-40GHz [32]. So far, the fasted
modulation speed demonstrated is 20GHz [14]. However, the reverse-biased modula-
tor has its intrinsic disadvantages. The movable carrier density is usually low since it
is mainly contributed by donors or acceptors, on the order of 10 17/cm 3 , and a larger
doping may introduce more optical loss. This carrier change can only give a refractive
index change about A ~ 10-4 resulting in a large figure of merit (FOM) on the order
of V, ~ 5V -cm [32]. This large FOM leads to a necessary length of several millimeter
of the phase shifter such that a travelling-wave electrode design is necessary in order
to achieve high-speed modulation [14].
Most previous work has been using the plasma dispersion effect. Recently, the
field effects in silicon-based materials are studied. The quantum confined Stark effect
(QCSE) was discovered in Ge/SiGe quantum wells [78]. Theoretically a modulator
based on QCSE can operate over 50GHz [29], which is higher than the modulation
speed from the plasma dispersion effect. The linear electooptic effect (Pockels effect)
was demonstrated in strained silicon [30]. The Pockels effect in silicon was generated
by straining the silicon to break the cubic symmetry. The Pockels effect potentially
can be employed for very high speed modulation.
Several ways to enhance the modulation efficiency and to reduce the power dis-
sipation have been investigated, such as using resonators and slow wave structures.
A resonator modulator is preferred to increase modulation efficiency in low power
dissipation and narrow bandwidth applications. The ring resonator modulators can
reduce the power dissipation by several orders of magnitude. A ring modulator has
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been demonstrated with 10-100pW power consumption [73]. A Fabry-perot resonator
is another method to deploy resonance and enhance the modulation efficiency [27].
Moreover, slow wave structures made of resonators, photonic crystals or other struc-
tures can be used to enhance modulation efficiency [28]. The photonic crystal slow
wave structure has been demonstrated in Mach-Zehnder interferometers [30] [31].
In summary, the previous electro-optic modulators tended to use the forward-
biased PIN structure to achieve a large modulation depth and apply the reverse-
biased PIN/PN structure to obtain high modulation speed. The electric field ef-
fects in silicon-based materials, such as the quantum-well Stark effect, are yet well-
investigated to be used in modulating light. The insertion loss was usually large
around 5-20dB/cm [21] in the modulators based on ridge waveguides from 1980' to
1990' and was reduced to < 1dB/cm [32] for modulators based on buried waveguides
after 2000. Lower index contrast waveguides, such as ridge waveguide, were widely
used previously and higher index contrast systems have been used recently, such as
a small buried waveguide with a cross-section of 500nm x 250nm, to achieve efficient
modulation at high speed and large scale integration.
2.4 Theory of Optical Modulators
The optical modulator studied in this thesis employs a PIN diode structure to inject
carriers and a Mach-Zehnder Interferometer (MZI) to convert a phase shift into an
amplitude modulation of light. In this section, the relevant theory of a PIN diode
structure and Mach-Zehnder interferometers are discussed. In particular, the ana-
lytical PN theory is reviewed because of the similarity of PN and PIN diodes. The
DC and AC characteristics of PIN diodes are investigated theoretically, which can be
used as a benchmark for numerical modeling and SPICE circuit simulations of PIN
diode modulators. In addition, the transmission characteristics of the Mach-Zehnder
interferometer is analyzed.
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Figure 2-6: (a) PN junction with the depletion region from -x, to x", (b) the band
structure of a forward-biased diode [33].
2.4.1 PN Diode Theory
PN Junction DC Characteristics
To obtain the current density as a function of the applied voltage, one needs to
solve the continuity equation with the boundary conditions at the contacts and the
depletion edges -x, and x., shown in Fig.2-6(a). The electron continuity equation
in the P-region is
an n 192, n (qnen)
--=Gn -- +Dn +at 7n ax2  ax
n a2n
~Gn - - + Dn X (2.18)
where n is the free electron density, Dn is the electron diffusion coefficient, A is the
electron mobility, Gn is the generation rate, e is the electric field across the junction,
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and -r is the electron lifetime, respectively. The drift term &(qnEpi)/ox for minority
carriers induced by the electric field is neglected in the high doping regions for low
level injection [33]. The hole continuity equation is similar to equation (2.18). A
DC injected carrier distribution can be obtained from equation (2.18) by setting
anlat = 0 and Gn = 0
An(x) = An(-x)e(x+xp)/L. (2.19)
for the P region and
Ap(x) = Ap(xn)e-(x+xn)/Lp (2.20)
for the N region. Here, Ln = v/rnDn and LP = T-rDp are the diffusion lengths for
electrons in the P region and holes in the N region, respectively.
The boundary conditions at the depletion edges -x, and Xo depend on the external
applied voltage VA. At the depletion edges, the free electron density n and hole density
p satisfy the relation [33]:
np = n 2eVA(KTt) (2.21)
where VA is the applied voltage, K is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature,
q is the electron charge, and ni is the intrinsic carrier density, respectively. This
relation has been referred as the "law of the junction". At the edge x = -x, the
majority holes don't vary much for low level injection which means that the total
free hole density p is equal to the acceptor density NA, i.e, p = NA. Therefore, the
injected electron density is achieved at x = -x,
2 2
An(-xp) = n(-xp) - --- = (eVA/(KT/q) _ 1) (2.22)
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and similarly, we have
2 2
Ap(Xn) = p(Xn) (eVA(KT/q) (2.23)
ND ND
where ND is the donator density in the N region. Putting the boundary conditions
(2.22) and (2.23) into the carrier distribution equations (2.19) and (2.20) separately,
the diffusion current densities can be obtained
Jn = qD, = qn= (eVA(KTq/) - 1) (2.24)
ax NALn
Jp = -qDp = qnI 19,, (DVA/(KTlq) - 1) (2.25)
ax NDLp
The total current is derived by neglecting the recombination current in the depletion
region,
nD~ r 2D
IDC = In + Ip = qA( n + n )(eVAI<"T') - 1) (2.26)NALn NDLP
where A is the cross-section.
PN Junction AC Characteristics
The PN junction AC characteristics is studied by applying the small-signal analysis
on the PN junction. The applied voltage can be assumed to be VA = V +V 1 , where V
is the DC component and f1 is a small perturbation on the order of KT/q = 25.9mV
at T = 300K. In the analysis, we only keep the linear terms of perturbations. If
the perturbation term V1 is a sinusoidal voltage the carrier variation only has the
first harmonic term and all the higher harmonic terms are negligible. Therefore, the
linearized continuity equation of the carrier density variation (2.18) is written as
An + D A = 0 (2.27)
mn/(jWrn + 1) Ox 2
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by setting G,, = 0. Equation (2.27) has a similar form as the DC continuity equation
except that the effective lifetime becomes Teff = Tn/(jwrn + 1). Putting VA = V + V1
into the DC current boundary condition (2.22) at x = -xp, the boundary condition
becomes,
An(-xp) = AnDC(-Xp) + AnAC(-Xp) = (eo-2-81)/(KT/))
NA
where
AnDC(-Xp) = fL(eVo/(KT/q) (2.29)NA
snhAC-Xn) = f zVo/(KT/q)( Y1(KT/q) - 1  Vo/(KT/q)
NA NA KT/q
Thus, putting the boundary condition (2.30) and the hole distribution (2.20) into the
diffusion current density equation (2.24), we conclude
in = AJ, = qAD, & Af5cl =_ = q A n Y1 ev(/ (2.31)8x *NAL. KT/q
Substituting the effective diffusion length Ln = Drn-/(jwrn + 1) into the above
equation, the electron admittance is derived as
YD - Go 1 + jW (2.32)
V1
where Go = 10/ut, Io = qAn Dn eVo/(KT/q) and = KT/q. The admittance canNA V 7I-Dn
be separated into real and imaginary parts to obtain the diffusion conductance and
capacitance,
Go
GD = G-( 1 + (WTn) 2 + 1)1/2 (2.33)/ 2 (.3
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Figure 2-7: Normalized PN diode diffusion capacitance and conductance as a function
of wTr (p+n diode) or Wr, (n+p diode) [33].
CD =Go ( 1 + (wrT) 2 _ 1)1/2 (2.34)
Fig.2-7 shows the normalized diffusion conductance and capacitance. At low frequen-
cies, GD = Go and CD = Go!. At high frequencies, the conductance is proportional
to VU and the capacitance is inversely proportional to ./U.
2.4.2 PIN Diode Theory
Similar to PN junction theory in Sec.2.4.1, the DC and AC carrier distribution of PIN
diode can be derived by solving the continuity equations with the boundary conditions
at the two edges x = ±d, as shown in Fig.2-8. The 1-dimensional continuity equations
for electrons and holes are,
On _1lJl f _ oO= - ~ - - = Da-( q(En)+ )n -n-
at q Ox -r Ox kT 0x 7n
ap = 1aJ P q _EDa(± W p P
Ot q Ox -rp ax kT ax T'
(2.35)
(2.36)
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Figure 2-8: Diagram of PIN diode structure, carrier distribution at intrinsic region and
the current density at the edges x = ±d when assuming that the injection efficiency
at both ends is unity. The small subscripts n/p indicate electrons and holes, and the
capital subscripts N/P indicate the current flows from the P/N-region.
where the Einstein relation A = qD is used, r and r are the intrinsic region hole
lifetime and the minority electron lifetime, Dp and D, are the hole diffusion coefficient
and the electron diffusion coefficient, and e is the electric field, respectively. Assuming
the free electron density and the free hole density are equal, i.e., n ~ p and On ~ ap,
ep and en terms are eliminated by calculating (2.35)/D, + (2.36)/D,,
1 On 1 ap 92 n a2p _ (3+f-=-l + p (2.37)
Dn at Dp ax2 x 2  -nDn rp Dp
We define ambipolar diffusion coefficient Da = and Ta = ","(D.+DP) andD,,+Dp Dn-r+Dprp
rewrite equation (2.37) as
an a2nan = Da n - (2.38)at aa2 Ta
Equation (2.38) is called the ambipolar equation.
At the present, we assume the injection efficiency at both ends of a PIN diode is
unity, in which case all the forward current comes from the current Jp due to the
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holes injected into i-region from p+-region and the current JnN due to the electrons
injected into the i-region from the n+-region, as shown in Fig.2-8. The injected
holes and electrons recombine in the i-region. The current JpN due to the minority
holes injected from the i-region into the n+-region and the current Jap due to the
minority electrons injected from the i-region into the p+-region are neglected. At the
boundaries x = +d, the current density is given by
On
J+d = JnN = q|Anen + qDn (2.39)
If the injection efficiency is assumed to be unity, i.e., JpN = 0, at x = +d, E is obtained
kT 1 On
E+d = q Ix=+d (2.40)
q fl+d O
Therefore, the current at x = +d becomes
dn
J+d= 2 qDn dx x=+d (2.41)
Similarly,
J-d =2~ dn =d(.2
dxJ. 2 qD, |I=_d (2.42)
where quasi-neutral condition n ~ p is used. Solving the ambipolar equation (2.38)
with the boundary conditions (2.41) and (2.42), the DC solution for the free carrier
distribution can be found [34],
ra o csh(x/La) sn~/a
no J = [Aa - B s]h(x/La) (2.43)2qLa sinh(d/La) cosh(d/La)
where B = , L_ - DaLa, Jo = J+d = J-d is the current injected from external
circuits. The AC characteristics with the unit injection efficiency and the DC/AC
characteristics with injection efficiency less than 1 are given in Appendix A.
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2.4.3 Transmission Characteristics of Mach-Zehnder Inter-
ferometer
A Mach-Zehnder interferometer uses one beam splitter to split an incident beam into
two beams and uses the other beamsplitter to recombine the two beams to one output
port, as shown in Fig.2-9(a). The output signal is modulated by a difference in phase
shift between the two beams. The transmission of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer
can be calculated as follows.
The incident electric field can be written in terms of position x and time t,
E,(x, t) = Eoe-j(kx-wt) (2.44)
where E0 , k and w are the electric field amplitude, the wavenumber and the frequency,
respectively. If the light field is split to each arm in half, the electric field amplitudes
at the end of each arm can be written as,
E = 1 Eoe- jq$ aL (2.45)
E = Eoe 2-aL2-jOB (2.46)
where # and aL are the phase shift and optical absorption, and #B is the phase
shift between the two arms to bias the operation point, respectively. The total field
amplitudes of the MZ-interferometer output, as shown in Fig.2-9(a), is expressed as
E = -iD-aD (e-jAOAaL + e jA+AL-OB)
- /_ E~- (e- 2ia~j~ +e 2i~A~ (2.47)
where #DC (01 + 02)/2, aLDC (aLi + aL 2)/2, A#O (# 1 - 02)/2 and LaL
(cei - aL2)/2. If the push-pull method is used to modulate the MZ modulator [8],
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the two terms #DC and aLDC are constant. The normalized power transmission is
calculated by
T= EeE* = e- 2aLDc e- 2AaL +e 2 MaL + 2 cos(2AO - B)]2 E2 4
= -e2aLDc [cosh(2AaL) + cos(2A# - qB)I2
1 A
~ e~ 2aLDC [cosh( 4) + cos(2A# - #B)] (2.48)2 4
where 4 B is the bias phase shift between two arms and the substitution A# = ! AnL
and 2aL = 2 + ~ A#/4 are used to simplify the expression. This substitution is
approximately true only if electrons are taken into account in the plasma effect at
wavelength A = 1.55pm [35].
We can get the first and second derivative of the output light intensity
__ 1 e~2aLDc [sinh(--) 
- 2 sin(2A# 
- #B)
= e- 2 aLDc sin(qB) (2.49)
22T 1 1 A0
aA2 IA0=0 e-aD [- cosh(-) - 4 cos(2A# -#B)lS16 4
= e-2aLDC[ - 4cos(B)] = 0 (2.50)
216
In order to eliminate the second order harmonic, the second derivative in equation
(2.50) has to be zero. Therefore, we have
1
#B = cos- ( ) er 89.10 (2.51)4 x 16
Figure 2-9(b) plots the transmission characteristics with the bias of #B = 89.10.
The minimum DC optical loss can be e-2aLDC > e-2AaLmin , e-Aomj"/ 4 for the
push-pull method. For example, a phase shift A0 = 0.57r gives the minimum DC
optical loss to be -10 log 10[e-0.5,/ 4] = 1.7dB.
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Chapter 3
High-Speed Silicon Modulators for
High-Index-Contrast (HIC)
Waveguides
One of the most important electro-optic devices for future electronic-photonic inte-
grated circuits based on silicon technology is a CMOS-compatible high-speed optical
modulator that converts electronic signals into the optical domain. The plasma and
thermal effects in silicon have long been known as efficient means to achieve such
modulation [36]. Early on PIN-structures based on the plasma effect have been pro-
posed and realized for silicon-based optoelectronic phase and amplitude modulators
with switching speeds up to 10MHz [25]. The speed of the frequency response in
those devices is limited by carrier recombination. Very recently a modulator based
on a reverse-biased PIN/PN structure has been reported operating at a modulation
speed of 20GHz [14]. However, this device needs a large applied voltage of around
5V and has a figure of merit (FOM) V, - L larger than 1V - cm. In this chapter, we
investigate high-speed electro-optic modulators based on high-index-contrast silicon
buried waveguides to achieve minimum optical loss, low RF power consumption and
small voltage-length products while increasing the modulation bandwidth.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Sec.3.1, the modulators based on four dif-
ferent structures, the forward-baised PIN diode with lifetime reduction, the forward-
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biased diode without lifetime reduction, the reverse-biased PIN/PN diode and the
metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS), are presented. The electrical properties of modu-
lators are modeled with the 2-dimensional semiconductor simulator MEDICI and the
experimental results are analyzed analytically and numerically. In Sec.3.2, the PIN
diode is modeled with SPICE equivalent circuits so that the PIN SPICE model can
be integrated with electronic driving circuits for circuit simulations. In Sec.3.3, the
fabrication and measurement setup are illustrated and discussed.
3.1 Investigation of Modulation
Recently, a lot of applications need to process high-speed signals with high perfor-
mance. For example, the analog-digital converter mentioned in chapter 1 requires a
bandwidth up to 100Gbps. The speed of those electro-optic applications is limited
by the speed of optical modulators which convert electrical signals to optical signals.
The modulation speed of optical modulators usually depends on at least three mech-
anisms. Firstly, the carrier lifetime determines the upper speed of an electro-optic
modulator based on the plasma dispersion effect, such as a forward-biased PIN diode
modulator. The 3dB corner frequency is given by f3dB = 1/27-r. For example, a
carrier lifetime of 1ns gives a frequency of 169MHz. Secondly, the carrier drift ve-
locity is the dominant parameter in those electro-optic modulators based on drift
effects, such as the PIN/PN reverse-biased modulator. The carrier drift velocity de-
termines the bandwidth of a drift-effect-dependant electro-optic modulator according
to f3dB = 2.4/(2irrtr) with rt = W/v [37]. Here, W and v are the width of i-region
and the carrier drift velocity, respectively. The modulation speed can be increased by
decreasing the length or increasing the drift velocity. If the carriers drift over a dis-
tance W = 500nm at the saturation velocity v = 10 7 cm/s in silicon, the bandwidth
is f3dB = 2.4/2rt, ~ 80GHz. Finally, the RC delay of driving circuits and optical
modulators can limit the upper modulation speed.
It's important to achieve high modulation efficiency for high-performance appli-
cations. The modulation efficiency of electro-optic modulators can be quantized with
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the figure of merit (FOM), which is the product of the voltage and length to achieve
7r phase shift, i.e., V, - L. A larger capacitance of a modulator usually gives larger
modulation efficiency because more carriers can be obtained to introduce larger re-
fractive index change at the same driving voltage. In addition, an efficient way to
increase modulation efficiency is to enhance the overlap between carrier change and
optical mode. This can be achieved by optimizing geometry, as will be discussed in
Sec.3. 1.1.
In this section, silicon electro-optic modulators are discussed based on four struc-
tures: the modulator based on forward-biased PIN diodes with lifetime reduction, the
modulator based on forward-biased diodes without lifetime reduction, the modulator
PIN/PN reverse-biased and the modulator based on the metal-oxide-semiconductor
(MOS). A schematic layout of the proposed modulators is shown in Fig.3-1. Fig.3-
1(a) shows a conventional Mach-Zehnder arrangement and Fig.3-1(b) shows the most
important sub-component of the modulator, the electrically driven phase modulator
section. Three types of doping profile in the phase shifter will be thoroughly studied
to optimize optical modulators.
The fabrication and testing of the designed silicon modulators have been done
through a collaboration with MIT-Lincoln Laboratory. The measurement data is
analyzed analytically and numerically in Sec.3.1.2. The method of fabrication and
measurement setup is illustrated in Sec.3.3.
3.1.1 Modulator Based on Forward-Biased PIN Diodes with
Lifetime Reduction
In this section, we explore the modulator based on forward-biased PIN diodes with
lifetime reduction. The waveguide geometry and doping profile are investigated to
minimize the optical loss and figure of merit. The bandwidth is broadened by reducing
the carrier drift distance and increasing the drift velocity. A drift velocity can be
increased by a high electric field applied to the PIN diode. Two conditions need to be
satisfied so that a high electric field can be applied to the diode. Firstly, the contact
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Figure 3-1: (a) Mach-Zehnder modulator with forward biased PIN-phase modulators,
(b) different doping profiles for the Si-buried waveguide pin-phase modulators.
resistivity has to be small so as to make most voltage drop across the PIN diode.
The reported contact resistivity is about 10-Q7 - cm 2 [38] which is small enough to
minimize the voltage drop across the series resistance and enlarge the voltage drop
across the i-region of the PIN-modulator. Secondly, the current needs to keep in a
low level and thus not much heating is generated when a high electric field is applied
to the PIN diode. This can be realized by reducing carrier lifetime. Carrier lifetime
can be controlled to the order of tens pico-second using doping or ion implantation
[39].
Numerical Modeling
Three kinds of pin-diode structures are numerically investigated to achieve optimum
modulator performance, as shown in Fig.3-1(b). The modulation bandwidth is in-
creased by moving the highly doped region P/N to the waveguide as close as possible
to the optical waveguide by decreasing the length of the undoped region w, in struc-
ture A, or even moving the higher doped regions inside the buried waveguide as in
structure B. However, structure B leads to a high optical loss of over 60dB/cm due
to the overlap between the high doping region and the optical mode. Much lower
loss is achieved with structure C where the sidewalls of the waveguide are weakly
doped with 10 18/cm 3 and high doping 10 19 /cm 3 is w, away from the waveguide. The
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Figure 3-2: (a) Optical loss due to doping (solid) and with carrier injection (dashed),
(b) f3dB (solid) and VL (dashed) of structure A with different width wr, r = 10ps,
VDC = 3V.
sidewall doping improves equalization of the carrier distribution across the i-region
and, therefore, decreases the FOM V, - L.
Fig.3-2 and 3-3 show the performance of structure A and structure C. The optical
loss due to doping (solid curves) and that due to doping and carrier injection (dash
curves) is plotted in 3-2(a) for structure A with different height h, and width w,. The
optical loss is around 0-20dB/cm due to doping and 3-35dB/cm due to doping and
free carriers injected by the 3V DC forward bias. The optical loss of structure C is
slightly larger than that of structure A, as shown in Fig.3-3(a) and 3-3(b). Therefore,
the lower doping doesn't add much additional optical loss. However, the 3dB corner
frequencies for structure C (wd=50nm) are about 20% larger than structure A and C
(wd=Onm), around 29-35GHz (see Fig.3-3(d)), from which it can be concluded that
the short intrinsic length in structure C (wd = 50nm) plays an important role in
broadening the modulation bandwidth. Finally, the FOM of structure A is larger
than structure C, around 3-12 V - mm, shown in Fig.3-2(b), 3-3(c) and 3-3(d). A
comparison of Fig.3-3(c) and 3-3(d) shows that structure C (wd=Onm) has about
4% higher FOM than structure C (wd=50nm), because the sidewall doping reduces
the area where the carrier density can be changed by the current flow. In summary,
structure C (wd=Onm) has the smallest FOM and structure C (wd=50nm) shows
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the largest modulation bandwidth. Based on the discussion above, structure C was
chosen to complete a full high-speed modulator design. In the following calculations
we choose dimensions h,=50nm, wd=50nm, w,=200nm, w=450nm, and h=250nm.
The high and low doping levels are 10' 9 /cm 3 and 10 18/cm 3 , respectively.
Detailed two-dimensional simulations have been carried out for a modulator im-
plementing structure C. The current density flowing through the intrinsic zone as a
function of the applied voltage is shown in Fig.3-4(a) for three different carrier life-
times. The current density saturates at voltages greater than 5V. We can not bias
the voltage larger than 5V. Therefore, VDC = 2V is chosen as the bias operation
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Figure 3-4: (a) Modulator I-V characteristics; (b) effective index change due to plasma
and thermal effects for T = 10ps (solid), 100ps (dashed), ins (dotted) in structure C.
(w = 450nm, h = 250nm, h. = 50nm, w, = 200nm, Wd = 50nm)
point for small-signal analysis. We can investigate the bandwidth based on small-
signal analysis. Fig.3-4(b) shows the amplitude of the effective index change due to
both the thermal effect and the plasma dispersion effect for a small sinusoidal driving
voltage amplitude of O.lV. The simulations gave f 3dB=32GHz, 15GHz and 1.5GHz
for r=10ps, 100ps and ins, respectively, as shown in Fig.3-4(b). According to the
speed dependence on the lifetime f3dB = 1/47rT, the 3dB corner frequencies due to
recombination are 8GHz, 0.8GHz and 0.08GHz for T=10ps, 100ps and Ins, respec-
tively [40]. The discrepancy between the lifetime dependent speed and the simulated
speed indicates that the high modulation bandwidth in simulation is enabled by the
high drift velocity of the electrons close to the saturation velocity. The modulation
speed of a pin-diode depends critically on both the carrier lifetime and drift velocity,
i.e., how fast carriers can be removed from the intrinsic zone.
For frequencies f > 100 MHz, the plasma effect dominates. At low frequencies
the thermal effect dominates because the thermal time constant is about 300ns es-
timated from Fig.3-4(b), which is much longer than the carrier lifetimes used in the
simulations. This is of major importance, because both effects do have opposite sign
and, therefore, there is a frequency range, between 1 - 100 MHz, where the response
is zero. For this design 6mm length is necessary for a 7r phase shift with a voltage of
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Figure 3-5: Modeled performance of the modulators based on different structures.
1V because of V.L = 6Vmm as indicated in Fig.3-3(d). The DC-power and the dis-
sipated microwave power of a 6mm long section are PDC = 3.6W and PAC = 500mW
for a phase shift of ir.
Fig.3-5 summarizes the performance of structures shown in Fig.3-1(b). Structure
A has the lowest optical loss because the high doping is over 200nm away from the
waveguide. Structure B has the highest optical loss resulting from the high doped
sidewall. Structure C with Wd = 50nm can work in a wider bandwidth f3dB = 34
GHz. Structure C with Wd = 0 gives the largest modulation efficiency with a figure of
merit V, -L = 3.8, which has been confirmed by the experiment as shown in Fig.3-12
in Sec.3.1.2.
Experimental Exploration
Waveguides are processed using three different methods: only silicon ion implanted,
only annealed, and both silicon ion implanted and annealed. The implantation was
done with silicon ion at energy 190keV and dose 10 13/cm 2 . The annealing was done
under 450'C temperature and lasted 20 seconds. In Fig.3-6(a), the I-V curves are plot-
ted for these three types of waveguides. The ion implanted sample without annealed
has larger current than the other two samples. In the low injection forward-biased
regime (the bias voltage V < 0 in Fig.3-6(a)), the recombination current dominates
the forward-biased current. The ion implantation introduces defects so that the silicon
structure is damaged, which reduces the carrier lifetime [41]. A two-color pump-probe
lifetime measurement shows that a sample with dose 10 14/cm 2 without annealing has
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Figure 3-6: (a) Measured I-V curves of PIN diodes with three different processes,
(b) comparison between the modulators with silicon ion implantation (blue line) and
light n-type doping (red line).
0.6ps carrier lifetime. The annealing efficiently repairs the damaged region in the
ion implanted waveguide. Therefore, the two samples, only annealed and both ion
implanted and annealed, have similar IV characteristics in the forward-biased modu-
lators. In the reverse-biased region (the bias voltage V > 0 in Fig.3-6(a)), the current
of the ion implanted sample is 2-3 orders of magnitude larger than the annealed sam-
ple, because the ion implantation could excite free carriers to mid-gap states and
conduction band [41].
Fig.3-6(b) illustrates the frequency response of two kinds of modulators based on
forward-biased PIN diodes. One with silicon ion implantation and the other with
lightly n-type doping in the waveguide region. The n-type doped sample has a corner
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frequency of f3dB = 100 MHz which corresponds a lifetime of Ins. The silicon ion
implanted sample has an extended f3dB of 1-2GHz which is still much smaller than
the 34GHz bandwidth obtained in the numerical design in Fig.3-5, where the lifetime
was assumed to be around 10ps . This could result from the slow RC delay due to
the high contact resistance and the external circuits.
The optical loss is measured up to 100 - 200dB/cm in the waveguides with Si ion
implantation [41]. It's believed that the implanted Si ions introduce mid-gap energy
states. The electrons can absorb light and transit from the valence band to the midgap
energy state or from the midgap state to the conduction band. Furthermore, Fig.3-7
illustrates that the photo current is linearly proportional to the input optical power,
which indicates that there is only one photon involved in the electron transition from
valance to conduction band and only half of the excitation energy is from 1550nm
photon. However, it's not well-understood which process provides the other half
energy and how electrons are excited to the conduction band. It's believed that the
electric field at the vicinity of defects makes it happen. Therefore, more efforts are
necessary to reduce these excitation and reduce the optical loss.
In addition to the silicon ion implantation, an alternative process to reduce carrier
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lifetime is doping silicon with gold/platinum [42]. The doping of gold and platinum in-
troduces defects and generates midgap states so that the carrier lifetime is reduced. A
fast variable optical attenuator (VOA) has been proposed based on the gold/platinum
doped silicon waveguide [43]. Switching speed is determined by the recombination
lifetime.
In a short summary, a high-speed electronic carrier-injection modulator based on
a forward biased PIN diode has been proposed and analyzed numerically. Simulations
showed that with a graded doping profile operating frequencies as large as 34GHz can
be reached while maintaining a low insertion loss of 3dB and a low figure of merit
VL = 0.6Vcm. The experiment has given 1-2GHz 3dB corner frequency.
3.1.2 Modulator Based on Forward-Biased PIN Diodes with-
out Lifetime Reduction
In this section, the DC characteristics of the forward-biased PIN diode modulator is
investigated experimentally and numerically. The measured I-V curves are used to
extract a series resistance.
The RF power consumption scaling as a function of frequency is studied analyti-
cally based on the well-known PN diode theory, and then is investigated numerically
and experimentally. Furthermore, the strategies of reducing power consumption are
proposed based on the RF power scaling.
The modulation efficiency of the forward-biased PIN diode modulator at low and
high frequencies is investigated in the third subsection. In particular, the modula-
tion efficiency of forward-biased PIN diodes with different doping profiles is studied
numerically, and further verified by experiments.
Finally, the AC characteristics of the PIN diode modulator is analyzed. The high
modulation efficiency at the high-speed operation opens an opportunity to use a pre-
compensation scheme to flatten the frequency response up to 10GHz with low RF
power and figure of merit V, - L. The numerical simulations and experimental data
confirm the feasibility of the pre-compensation scheme.
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Figure 3-8: (a) Measured I-V curves of PIN diodes at different temperatures, (b)
extracted total resistance and series resistance R, from measured I-V curves. (6mm
long, 20 seconds annealing in vacuum 450'C, the waveguide is not silicon ion im-
planted and has no sidewall doping.)
DC Characteristics of Forward-biased PIN Diode Modulator
The modulator based on the forward-biased PIN diode has been fabricated and its
DC characteristics and frequency response have been measured. The I-V curves of
the PIN diodes are measured when the device is heated to different temperature, as
plotted in Fig.3-8(a). The current increases as the temperature rises for the same
applied voltage, since there exist more intrinsic free carriers at higher temperature
according to ni = VNcNve-Eg/kT. Here, N, N,, E, k and T are the effective density
of states in the conduction band, the effective density of states in the valence band,
the Fermi energy of intrinsic material, the band-gap energy, the Planck's constant
and the absolute temperature, respectively [44]. At voltage V > O.8V, the I-V curves
are flattened, indicating that a large series resistor exists in the diode. Fig.3-8(b)
illustrates the total resistance as a function of the voltage for different temperature.
The total resistance is obtained by differentiating the voltage over the current, i.e.,
Rit, = dV/dI. The total extracted resistance decreases as the current increases
and approaches the residual resistance which is the series resistance R,. The series
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resistance mostly results from the contact resistance and is therefore independent on
the diode current. The extracted value for series resistance is in the range of 75-
100Q for different operating temperatures from 25'C to 10'C. The smallest series
resistance 25Q was achieved at the highest operating temperature 123'C.
The 2-dimensional numerical semiconductor simulator MEDIIC [45] is used to fit
the measured I-N curves. The results are shown in Fig.3-9. The numerical modeling
explores the effects on the I-N curves due to temperature, minority carrier lifetime r
and series resistance R,. Firstly, both numerical modeling and experimental data indi-
cate that at higher temperature the current rises because of the increased equilibrium
free carriers densities. Secondly, the minority carrier lifetime plays an important role
in the low injection regime. Smaller lifetimes cause a higher recombination current
which dominates the total current in the low injection regime. Finally, the current at
high voltage level largely depends on the series resistance. The modeled I-N curves
in Fig.3-9 illustrates that for different lifetimes and temperature the same series re-
sistance induces the same current at voltage larger than 1V. Overall, the numerical
I-N curve at 123"C withTr= 5ns and R, = 90Q matches very well with the one from
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measurement at temperature 1234C.
RF Power Consumption Scaling
Based on the theory of PN and PIN diodes in Chapter 1, we can derive RF power
consumption. In the low frequency regime wT << 1, the diffusion conductance GD
Go = ^fD . - M, the diffusion capacitance CD --- r = L_ .- M M
eVo (KTq) according to equations (2.33) and (2.34), the RF power isKT/q
PRF.D V2 GD = V2Go = V2qAnD nM (3.1)2 2 2 V/F NA
The diffusion capacitor CD is half of the total capacitance Ctotal = Q= 9(I) = GoT,5V - v
which indicates that only half of the charges can be swept out and the other half
recombine in the waveguide.
In the high frequency regime wr >> 1, the diffusion conductance GD =
qA vlD w -M, and the diffusion capacitance CD 4- M, then/-2 NA "2- v/2~ NA ~ te
the RF power is
PRF.D = V 2 GD = !V2 GV _ 1 V2 qA D (3.2)2 2 V2- 2v/2 NA
In the above equations, GD, CD and PRF have no correlation with the lifetime T.
This is because the driving frequency is faster than the carrier recombination speed.
All carriers are swept out before they recombine, i.e., the total charges are stored
in the diffusion capacitor. Therefore, the total capacitance is equal to the diffusion
capacitance, i.e., Ctotal = CD = GD/W- Furthermore, in the high frequency regime
WT >> 1, GD = 1 indicates that half of the current goes to the capacitance, the
'WCD
other half goes to the conductance.
In a more realistic situation, there is additional power consumption besides the
power consumption based on the ideal PN junction theory in equation (3.1) and (3.2),
such as power consumption induced by the series resistance R. In our calculation,
the possible series capacitance (such as the residual capacitance because of imperfect
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metal contacts) and the junction capacitance C, are not included for simplification
because Cj dominates in the reverse-biased and low injection forward-biased opera-
tion.
For low frequencies w-r << 1, the voltage drop across a PN junction is VD = Q=
. Q is the charge stored in the diffusion capacitor. The total RF power consists
of the power dissipated in the PN junction PRF.D and in the series resistance PRF.Rs,
PRF = PRF.D + PRF.Rs (3-3)
where,
1 2 1 Q2 2
PRF.D VGD = -VDGo = 2  (3.4)2 2 (Go
!I2R 
_1 Q2PRF.RS D2 = IVDjWCD + GD 2 Rs= G o -GoRs= . 2Rs (3.5)
PR~ S 2 D) 2 VDT2
For high frequencies w >> 1, VD = = - , then PRF-D and PRF-R, areCD 0o V/T
1 Q2w NAQ 2  (
PRF.D = -VD2GD =W2 (3-6)2 v/27Go v'2qAvT-n
1ID12 1 2D= 1±G)12 R2 V)G
PRF.Rs 2 R5 = 2VD jwGD GD2 R = VD - 2GDRs = QRs (3.7)
The ratios of the high frequency power to the low frequency power for diodes and
Rs are, respectively,
phighfreq
plow-freq = 2V (3.8)
phtghjfreq (wT)2
.U's 2(3.9)p1 wfreq 2
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Figure 3-10: Power consumption of a 500-pm-long Mach-Zehnder interferometer in
forward bias with 25% modulation depth: measurement (solid), result from analytic
modeling (dash) and MEDICI numerical modeling (dash-dotted).
The ratio of the RF power consumed by series resistor to the RF power consumed by
diode is
phigh-freq
phU freq = V2GoRs(wTr 5  (3.10)
In the low frequency regime Wr << 1, equations (3.4) and (3.5) give PRF.D/PRF.Rs =
1/(GoRs). In the high frequency regime Wr >> 1, equations (3.8) and (3.9) give
PRF.D OC Lh3/ 2 , and PRF.RS OC w2 RF power dissipated in R, increases faster than in
PN junction in terms of frequency. More RF power is consumed at high frequencies
wTr 1 because the ratio PRF.Rs/PRF.D = v12GoRs(wr)05 can be much larger than
one, where Go ~ I/(kT/q) ~ lmA/25mV = 0.04Q and R. - 50Q, as indicated in
Fig.3-8. Since the series resistor may consume more RF power than the diode at high
frequencies, reducing the series resistance is crucial for the reduction of RF power
consumption.
The power scaling model in the PN junction is used to fit the experimental results
of a PiN diode optical modulator. The RF power input is plotted as a function of
frequency in Fig.3-10. In the analytical modeling, the parameters are chosen to be:
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Figure 3-11: Measured RF power input in terms of driving frequency for phase shifters
with length 0.5mm (square line) and 2mm (cross line). The measurement was done
with the modulation depth to be 25% for both modulators.
lifetime r = 5ns, series resistance R, = 57Q, junction capacitance 6.54pF, DC capac-
itance Co = 3.27pF, DC conductance Go = 0.00131S. Most of these data is extracted
from IV-curve measurement in Fig.3-8. The measurement and modeling both give a
power increase by 55dBm for achieving the same modulation from frequency 10MHz
to 10GHz. The numerical simulations with MEDICI give only 30dBm increase.
Based on the analytical power scaling theory above, we propose three strategies
to reduce the RF power. The first strategy is to reduce the series resistance. This
method is efficient at high frequencies because most of the RF power is consumed
by the series resistance, i.e., PRF.Rs/PRF.D = v/2GoRs(wT) 0 5 > 1 at high frequencies.
Improving the metal contacts and reducing the contact resistance are crucial for
reducing RF power consumption.
The second strategy is to use a resonator with an enhancement factor n. Compared
with a modulator without the resonator, the same phase change can be achieved with
Q/n charge, then V is n times smaller by keeping CD and GD the same. Therefore,
PRF = 2VI2 GD = 2(Q/CD)2 GD is n2 times smaller.
Thirdly, increasing the length of the diode can decrease the power consumption.
The RF power consumption in a PN diode can be expressed as PRF.D = V1 2GD =
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'(Q/CD) 2 GD. The capacitance CD and the conductance GD increase by a factor of n
if the diode length is increased n times. Therefore, the RF power in the PN diode is
reduced n times while keeping the charge Q constant. The measured RF power of two
modulators with different length has confirmed this prediction, as shown in Fig.3-11.
The modulator with a length of 0.5mm needs about 2-4 times more RF power than
the one with a length of 2mm for frequencies below 10GHz.
Modulation Efficiency
Before discussing the modulation efficiency, we investigate the necessary amount of
charge to achieve a 7r phase shift. The total charge to achieve a phase change AO =
2AnL = 7r in a phase shifter (the refractive index change An is proportional to the
carrier change An = C - Ane) can be estimated as
Q, = Aneq - LA = IAq= 108q (3.11)2 C
where the wavelength A = 1.55pm, a length L and cross-section A = 0.45pam x
0.25pnm are used, q = 1.6 x 10190 is the electron charge, and C = 8.8 x 10- 22 cm 3
is the plasma effect coefficient for electrons. Here, only electrons are considered for
simplification. One-third of the above Q, is necessary if equal number of holes and
electrons are injected because holes induce a 2 times larger refractive index change at
a given carrier injection of around ANe/h = 10 17/cm 3 according to equation (2.16).
It can be seen that 108 electrons are necessary to obtain a 7r phase change for a cross-
section A = 0.25pm x 0.45pm. If V = 1V is used, the capacitance C = Q,/V = 10pF
is necessary. The current can be estimated as I, = Q,/r = 16mA for a carrier lifetime
of r = 1ns.
The modulation efficiency can be quantified by a figure of merit. The figure of
merit is defined as the product of voltage and modulator length, V, - L. Given the
diffusion capacitance to be GoT/2 at low frequencies wr < 1 and at high
frequencies WT > 1, according to equation (2.34), combined with Q, = V, - CD and
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Go = qAD NA l eV/(KT/q) ,the figure of merit can be evaluated as
G = QrNA v- KT/qV q n -L = -/( KA/-- (3.12)q gh v/'D n V/T eV01(KT/q)
for WT < 1 and
vl2QNA 1 KT/q
* L qhf/bnn . eVo/(KT/q) (3.13)
for w-r > 1 with the n+p diode cross-section AD = L x h, L and h are the n+p
diode width and thickness, respectively. From equations (3.12) and (3.13), it can
be seen that the figure of merit Vr - L is decreased by reducing the high doping NA
or increasing the thickness h, which is equivalent to an increase in the capacitance.
This explains that structure C, shown in Fig.3-1(b), has lower V, - L than structure
A because structure C has larger h than structure A, which will further be discussed
later in this subsection. Note that the junction capacitance is not considered because
the free carriers injected into the junction capacitor is negligible compared with the
carriers injected into the diffusion capacitor for forward bias.
The DC V, - L is readily estimated from the measured I-V curves in Fig.3-8. The
total charge in the PIN diode is Q ~ IDC - T = 10mA - ins = 10pC at the bias
point of IDC = 10mA and VDC = 2V, where the carrier lifetime is on the order of
T = 500ps - 1ns in these fabricated devices. The length is expressed as L, = A
for a phase shift of A0 = 27rAnL/A = 7r and therefore the DC figure of merit can be
extracted,
14LV C A A A
V - L = VDC = VDC VDC Qe = 0.037V - cm (3.14)
5004m-500nm-240nm
where plasma dispersion effect coefficient is C = 4 x 10-21. This is close to the
measured value V, - L = 0.02V- cm.
At a speed of 10GHz, the RF power was measured and the figure of merit can be
extracted. Only 100mW is necessary to achieve a 25% modulation depth and it is
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Table 3.1: Modulation efficiency at 10GHz
measurement modeling
RS = OQ PRF = 8.8mW
V, - L = 0.18V cm
RS = 10Q PRF = 1OOmW PRF = 15mW
V, - L = 0.28V cm V, - L = 0.31V cm
R, = 50Q PRF = 100mW PRF = 77mW
V, - L = 0.84V cm V, - L = 0.81V cm
Note: the RF power is for 25% modulation depth.
believed that most RF power is consumed by the series resistance, as stated in the
discussion of the RF power consumption scaling earlier in this section. The results are
illustrated in column 2 of Table 3.1. If the series resistance of the diode is assumed to
be 10Q, the measured RF power PRF = V 2/2R = 100mW leads to V = 1.4V for 25%
modulation depth which corresponds to approximately 0.257r phase shift. Therefore,
the figure of merit is V, - L = 1.4V x 500pm x ir/0.257r = 0.28V - cm. If assuming
Rs = 500, the figure of merit V, - L = 0.84V - cm can be extracted.
The MEDICI numerical large-signal transient analysis is used to calculate the RF
power and V, - L of the PIN diode with sidewall doping at a speed of 10GHz. In
the modeling, the DC bias voltage 0.75V is applied to the PIN diode, the minority
carrier lifetime is r = 1ns, the phase shift length is set to 500Pm and the RF voltage
is tuned so that the modulation depth is around 25%. If the series resistance is set
to R, = 10Q and the total RF voltage Vp = 1.7V is employed, the change of average
electron density and hole density Ane/h = 101 7/cm 3 and RF power PRF = 15mW are
obtained. This amount of carrier density change induces a phase shift of 0.27517r and
thus a figure of merit of V, -L = 1.7V x 500pm x ir/0.27517r = 0.31V -cm. By setting
Rs = 50Q, we extract V, -L = 0.81V -cm and PRF = 40mW from simulations for 25%
modulation depth. Setting R, = 0, we find V, -L = 0.18V -cm and PRF = 8.8mW for
25% modulation depth. It can be seen that reducing series resistance is important for
decreasing the RF power and V, -L. It's believed that the series resistance has enough
room for reduction, as well as V, - L because the series resistance in the fabricated
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Figure 3-12: Measured modulation depth of different structures by applying the same
RF power.
devices is larger than 1OQ x 500pm x 10pm = 5 x 10-4Q _ cm 2 , about three orders of
magnitude larger than the series resistance 10-7Q _ cm 2 reported in [38].
The MEDICI numerical large-signal transient analyis has also been used to calcu-
late the RF power and V, -L of the PIN diode without sidewall doping. The modeling
parameters are the same as the modeling on PIN diodes with sidewall doping. The
change of the average electron density and hole density is Ane/h = 0.3 x 10' 7 /cm 3 ,
which induces a phase shift of 0.17r and a figure of merit of 0.8V - cm if assuming
RS = 10Q. It can be seen that the modulation efficiency of a PIN diode with sidewall
doping is around 3 times better than the one without sidewall doping.
The modulation efficiency for different structures is studied by measuring the
modulation depth for the same RF power, as shown in Fig.3-12. The modulation
efficiency of structure C with Wd = 50nm is slightly larger than structure C with
Wd = 0 because the former structure has more overlap between carrier change with
optical mode at the sidewalls. The modulation efficiency of structure C with wd =
50nm is about 5 times better than structure A because the former structure has
larger capacitance. This observation confirms the numerical modeling in the above
paragraph and in Fig.3-5.
In a short summary, the modulator based on the forward-biased PIN diode has
high modulation efficiency, needs very low drive voltage and has extremely low power
consumption in the low frequency regime. The measurement shows that the DC bias
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Structures Modulation RF Power
depth @ 5 GHz (mW)
200nm
13% 100
(Structure A)
43% 100
(Structure C, wd=50nm)
P+18/43 59% 100
(Structure C, wd=0)
is around 1-2 V with 5-10 mA current. Around 75% modulation depth is obtained
at low freq with RF voltage VRF =0-1V and PRF = 1mW. A very low figure of
merit V, -L = 0.02V -cm illustrates the high modulation efficiency. At a frequency of
10GHz, a RF power consumption of 100mW for 25% modulation depth and a figure
of merit of V, - L = 0.28V - cm are achieved.
Frequency Response with and without Pre-Compensation Scheme
The frequency response of modulators based on forward-biased PIN diodes without
pre-compensation scheme are investigated analytically, numerically and experimen-
tally. If keeping the applied RF voltage constant for all frequencies, a analytical
derivation leads to the frequency response S 2 1 of a Mach-zehnder interferometer [33]
IS211 OC Q2 = RF.D(Cj + CD 2 _ IVRF(Cj + CD) 12 (315)(RsGD + 1)2 + (Rsw(Cj + CD)) 2
where VRF.D is the RF voltage applied to the PIN diode, VRF is the total voltage
applied to the PIN diode and the series resistance, and Q is the charge stored in
the diode capacitor. Here, the output frequency response of a Mach-Zehnder inter-
ferometer is biased at 7r/2 where the second harmonic term diminishes, and thus is
proportional to the square of refractive index change. The refractive index change is
approximately proportional to the injected charge Q.
In Fig.3-13(a) the Mach-Zehnder transmission S21 is plotted as a function of
the frequency for modulators based on PIN diodes. By keeping the voltage input
constant, the transmission characteristics S21 of the forward-biased modulator is
obtained analytically, numerically and experimentally. The numerical modeling sim-
ulates a modulator with the minority carrier lifetime T = 1ns and the series resistor
RS = 200Q. The experimental device was annealed for 20 seconds in vacuum 450'C.
All fabricated devices studied in Fig.3-13 have no sidewall doping and silicon ion im-
plantation. The measured S211 rolls off in terms of frequency a little slower than the
analytical and numerical response.
In the forward bias regime, the electrical bandwidth f3dB is -200 MHz. In this
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Figure 3-13: (a) Frequency response of Mach-Zehnder modulators: measurement un-
der forward biasing (solid); MEDICI simulation without pre-compensation circuit
(dash-dotted); MEDICI modeling with pre-compensation circuit (dashed); measure-
ment of reverse biased device (dotted); analytical modeling under forward biasing
(short dashed), (b) PIN diode circuit model with a simple RC pre-compensation cir-
cuit. All forward-biased diodes are 250-[pm-long and reverse-biased diode is 6-mm
long.
mode of operation the device bandwidth is carrier lifetime dependent. The lifetime
of this device is expected to be r = Ins, so that f3dB = 1/27rr = 160 MHz, which is
consistent with the measurement. The optimum bias voltage was 1-2 V with a current
of ~10 mA in the forward bias regime. The measured rf-power consumption for a
500-pm-long device for 25% modulation depth is shown in Fig.3-10 together with the
result obtained from the analytical modeling. At a low frequency of 10 MHz, only
1pW of RF drive power is necessary to achieve 25% modulation depth. At a frequency
of 10GHz, 100mW of RF drive power is needed. Fig.3-14(a) illustrates the detected
optical output wave in terms of time. Fig.3-14(b) shows the modulation depth and
the corresponding RF power input and operation frequencies. The relatively low
electrical power dissipation ~100mW at 10GHz enables to use a pre-compensation
technique to increase the modulator bandwidth. This is demonstrated by simulations.
A high pass filter consisting of a parallel resistor and capacitor is series with the
PIN-diode, as shown in Fig.3-13(b), where Re = 4000Q, Ce = 90fF, Rs = 200Q,
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Figure 3-14: (a) Measured modulation at 10GHz without pre-compensation. The
modulation depth is 25%, (b) measured modulation depth with different RF power
and frequencies. The length is 500[pm.
7 = ins, VDC = 10.5V, IDC = 2.5mA and L = 250pm. The high pass filter in the
modulator driver circuit extends the bandwidth of the modulator from 100 MHz to
10GHz as shown in Fig.3-13(a) with the dashed curves. A similar high pass filter was
used to extend the frequency response to a higher bandwidth experimentally. The
frequency response of the PiN diode modulator without a filter indicates a bandwidth
of - 200 MHz, as shown in Fig.3-15. Using a high pass filter, the frequency response
level is raised in the high frequency range 1-5GHz. A better designed high pass
filter is necessary to flatten the frequency response between 100MHz and 1GHz. The
preliminary experimental results prove the feasibility of the pre-compensation scheme.
3.1.3 Modulator Based on Reverse-Biased Diodes
Numerical Modeling
A silicon electro-optic modulator based on reverse bias can potentially achieve the
high-speed modulation because a high electric field, such as 10 5 V/cm, can be applied
to the reverse-biased PIN structure such that carriers travel close to the saturation
velocity V = 10 7 cm/s in silicon. The modulation speed is inverse to the transit
time rt = W/v. Here, W and v are the travelling distance and the carrier drift
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Figure 3-15: Measured frequency response of the Mach-Zehnder modulator. The plots
are normalized to be OdB at the lowest frequency [46].
velocity, respectively. For example, the transit time is around Tt = W/vS = 10ps for
a W = 500nm carrier travelling distance at the saturation velocity. This corresponds
to a 3dB corner frequency f3dB = 2.4/27rr, = 80 GHz [37].
A silicon modulator based on reverse-biased PIN diodes has been designed. It em-
ploys structure C as illustrated in Fig.3-1. The ribs are highly doped with 10 19/cm 3
to reduce the contact resistance. The rib sections close to the waveguide and the
waveguide sidewalls are doped with 10 18/Cm 3 to reduce the intrinsic region but with-
out introducing much optical loss. An additional loss of 3dB/cm is induced by the
doping of 10 18/cm 3 . The frequency response of the modulation from the plasma effect
demonstrates a 3dB corner frequency of 80GHz as shown in Fig.3-16(a), very close
to the theoretical expectation. The refractive index change due to the thermal effect
is over 40dB lower than that due to the plasma effect. The 80GHz bandwidth is the
intrinsic bandwidth. The overall bandwidth will depend on the total RC delay of the
driving circuits and the phase matching between RF-drive voltage and optical group
velocity.
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Figure 3-16: (a) Refractive index change due to plasma effect, (b) refractive index
change due to plasma and thermal effects. The series resistance Rs = 4R, the length
is L= 6mm.
Fabrication and Measurement
The electrical to optical frequency response 521 of a Mach- Zehnder modulator with
250-pm-long PIN-sections in forward bias operation and a 6-mm-long device in re-
verse bias operation has been measured (see Fig.3-13(a)). Under reverse bias the
modulator is expected to have broad bandwidth because it is drift-velocity depen-
dent; fadB = 2.4/2Td,.ft = 80 GHz assuming the carriers drift at the saturation ve-
locity 1O 7cm/s. However, the measured fadB is only ~'-1-2GHz. This indicates firstly
that the current experimental setup is RC delay limited. Second, due to fabrica-
tion problems, the metal contacts showed Schottky diode characteristics rather than
ohmic characteristics. The induced large RC delay reduces the modulation band-
width. Therefore, the measured bandwidth is less than estimated. The response of
the device under reverse bias is much weaker compared to that under forward bias,
thus it requires a longer arm length of 6.0 mm. The optimum bias voltage was ~--9
V with a current less than 2 [pA for reverse bias operation.
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Figure of Merit (FOM) V, -L
The depletion region width of a N+P junction can be calculated as [33]
W = -( + ) (V- VA) ~ -- VN i - VA) (3.16)
q NA ND - q_ N(
where NA, ND, Vb and VA are the acceptor density, the donor density, the build-in
voltage and the applied voltage, respectively. NA < ND is assumed for simplification.
The phase change induced by the majority carriers has to be 7r to calculate V, - L
AO = 2LAn = L[CNAF] = 7r (3.17)AA
where L, C and F are the diode length, the plasma dispersion effect coefficient and
the overlap factor between the carrier change and the optical mode, respectively. The
DC figure of merit V, -L of a PN-reverse modulator can be extracted from (3.16) and
(3.17),
V, - L = (Vi - VA), . L - (3.18)
2CF - 2(
For W = 450nm, the DC figure of merit is V
, 
- L = 15 8 V - cm if donors are used to
induced refractive index change, and V, -L = 5V -cm if accepters are used because
holes can induce twice larger index change than electrons. The figure of merit is
13V - cm for the former and 6.5V - cm for the latter, respectively, since the factor F
is around 0.9 for high-index-contrast waveguide. A figure of merit of V, -L = 4V - cm
at low frequencies has been demonstrated experimentally in Ref. [14].
From the figure of merit expression (3.18), the width W and the overlap factor
F are the only two parameters which can be optimized to reduce the figure of merit.
The Factor F has no much room to optimize because it's 0.8-0.9 already while the
maximum F can only be 1. Based on the modulator discussed in reference [14],
the effective width is W ~ 530nm and the figure of merit is V
, 
- L = 4V - cm at
frequency f = 10 GHz. If the width is reduced to W = 250nm, the figure of merit
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can be reduced to around V, L = IV - cm. V, - L as low as 1V - cm is desired
because a modulator with 1V- cm FOM can achieve a phase shift of A# = 0.0157r
(extinction ratio ER=9.7dB) with a modulator length of L = 1mm and a voltage of
VRF = 1.5V with push-pull method. Such extinction ratio is enough for most optical
communication applications, and the relatively short length and CMOS-compatible
voltage are desired in CMOS large-scale integration. However, reducing width W to
around 250nm may be challenging in fabrication and cause additional optical loss
because high doped regions may be too close to optical modes.
3.1.4 Modulator Based on Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (MOS)
Figure of Merit (FOM) V, -L
The injected electrons Ane and holes Anh are related to the drive voltage in metal-
oxide-semiconductor (MOS) structure by [48]:
An, = Anh = C0 [VD - VFB] (3.19)etoxt
where EO and Er are the vacuum permittivity and the low-frequency relative permittiv-
ity of the oxide, e is the electron charge, VD is the drive voltage, VFB is the flat band
voltage of the MOS structure, t,,, and t are the gate oxide thickness and the effective
accumulated charge thickness, respectively. In this analysis, a flat band voltage of
VFB = 1.25V and an effective accumulated charge thickness of t = 10nm are assumed
[48]. The phase change induced by carriers has to be 7r to calculate V, - L
A# = LAn = L[CAn,/hF] =7r (3.20)AA
where An, C = 10-21 and L are the refractive index change, the plasma effect coef-
ficient and the active phase shifter length, respectively. Combine (3.19) and (3.20),
the estimated DC figure of merit (FOM) V, - L is
V, - L ce [VD - VFBI, - L A et,,t = 0.13V cm (3.21)
2CFor- F
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Assuming the wavelength A = 1.55pm, the oxide thickness t,, = 20nm, the effective
charge layer thickness t = 10nm, and the overlap factor F to be 0.01-0.1 in the
MOS structure, we have the DC figure of merit of V, - L = 1.3 - 13V-cm which is
consistent with the demonstrated V, -L = 3.3V - cm in [47]. An optimized design has
demonstrated that the MOS structure can achieve 0.68V-cm [48].
Performance in High-speed Operation
A MOS structure can be modeled as a series RC circuit. The AC current and the AC
voltage across the capacitor of the series RC circuit can be written as
I= VttC (3.22)
(w RC)2 + 1
VC-RF = (3.23)(wRC)2 + 1
where Vtot is the total applied voltage amplitude. In reference [47], the MOS structure
is divided to 11 sections. Each section has a resistance of R = 6.5Q, a capacitance
of C = 26.5pF and a length of L = 315pm at a data rate of 6Gbps. A phase change
of 0.157r was obtained with a total voltage of V4 ot1 = 1.4V in the modulator with
a length of L = 11 x 315pm = 3.45mm and a data rate of 6Gbps which roughly
corresponds to 3GHz.
For a frequency of 10GHz, we compute the necessary total voltage to achieve
a phase shift of 7r. The total voltage for a phase shift of 0.157r at 10GHz can be
calculated by using the same R and C at 3GHz,
VC.RF(3GHz) = Vt~ti(0.157) (3.24)
(2 . 3GHz - RC)2 + 1
Vtot2(0.157r)
= VC.RF(10GHz) = V~201w
V= 27r - 10GHz -RC)2 + 1
which leads to Vtt2(0.157r) = 1.88V at 10GHz. The total voltage for a phase shift
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of 7 is Vtt2(7r) = Vtot2 (0.151r) x I-T = 12.5V because the voltage is approximately
proportional to the phase shift. A figure of merit of V, - L = 12.5V x 3.45mm =
4.3V - cm is achieved. The RF power is computed as
PRF _ 2 R O tot21 2 x 3.45mm - 64.5W (3.25)2 2 [(jwRC) 2 + 1 315pLm
for A0 = 7r, L = 3.45mm and f = 10 GHz. The estimated 64.5W RF power is
too high for most CMOS technology. The large resistor inside the MOS structure
consumes most of the electrical power.
From equation (3.21), the parameters which can be optimized to reduce the V, -L
are the oxide thickness t,,, the charge effective thickness t and the overlap factor
F. Reducing t.. can reduce V, - L but also reduce the operation speed because the
speed of MOS modulator is limited by the RC delay. The factor F can be increased by
optimizing the geometry of the structure, but F can not be enlarged much because the
effective carrier thickness t, on the order of 10nm, is too thin and the overlap between
optical mode and carrier change. In Ref.[48], an optimized design with L=1.25mm,
N doping 3 x 10' 7 /cm 3 and t0 = 6nm achieved a bandwidth of f3dB = 13 GHz,
an optical loss of around 20dB/cm and a total loss of 1.3dB. The figure of merit is
V
, - 
L = 0.75V - cm for DC characteristics and V, - L = 1V - cm for f3dB = 13 GHz.
3.1.5 Comparison of Forward-Biased PIN, Reverse-Biased
Diodes and MOS Structures
Based on the above detailed analysis on these three kinds of structures (forward-biased
PIN, reverse-biased PIN/PN and metal-oxide-insulator(MOS)), their performance is
summarized in Table 3.2. The forward-biased PIN structure with lifetime reduction
reaches 34GHz and achieves a low figure of merit V, - L = 0.6V - cm, while requires
more DC power and generates much heat at low frequencies. The forward-biased
PIN structure without lifetime reduction is able to achieve the lowest figure of merit
V
, -
L = 0.28V - cm and work up to 10GHz with the aid of pre-compensation. The
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Table 3.2: Comparison of forward-biased, reverse-biased PIN/PN diodes and MOS structures
Structure PDC PRF V, - L@1OGHz Thermal Modulation Voltage Speed Insertion
010GHz,Ao = 7r speed limited loss
ATDC ATAC by (dB)
[W] [W] [V -cm] [K] [K] [GHz] [V]
Forward' 3.6W -1W 0.6 50-100 Dominant VDC and 3dB(injection
(L=6mm 0 < f < 100MHz 34 1-3 driving and contact)
AV = 1V) circuits (L=6mm)
Forward 2  1mW <1.6W <0.28 (measured) 3  small small 10 ~ 1V driving 10dB/cm
(L = 500ptm <0.31 (modeling) circuits (on-chip)
AV < 5.6V) (measured)
Reverse[14] 0 1.89W 4 0 small >20 ~1.15 driving 7dB(on-chip)
(L=5mm circuits (L=3mm)
AV= 8.9V)
MOS[47] 0 64.5W 4.3 0 small lOGps 3-5V driving lOdB(on-chip)
(L=3.45mm, circuits 9dB(coupling)
AV = 12.5V) (L=3.45mm)
Forward-biased PIN structure with lifetime reduction
2Forward-biased PIN structure without lifetime reduction
Assume series resistance Rs = 10Q.
00
reverse-biased structure can reach very high speed, even up to 40-80GHz in theory
but it is difficult to reduce V, -L lower than 1V -cm and the voltage is usually higher
than the voltage provided by the CMOS technology. The last structure, metal-oxide-
insulator(MOS), is hard to work up to 10GHz because large RF power is necessary.
3.2 Large-Signal Modeling of PIN Diodes Using
SPICE
3.2.1 SPICE Model Implementation
In this section, the PIN diode is modeled with SPICE equivalent circuits so that
the PIN SPICE model can be integrated with electronic driving circuits for circuit
simulations.
The carrier distribution in the intrinsic region of PIN diodes is governed by the
ambipolar diffusion equation
p = 1 ap (3.26)
a32 L2 a~
where Da = 2DnDp/(Dn + Dp) is the ambipolar coefficient, La = VDaTa is the
ambipolar diffusion length, and ra is carrier lifetime. The DC carrier distribution in
the quasi-neutral intrinsic region can be derived as in Appendix A
ri(x) = p(x) = po sinh(w/La) [cosh((x - w/2)/La) _ Bsinh((x - w/2)/La)] (3.27)
sinh(w/2La) cosh(w/2La)
where B = (pn - pp)/(pu + pp). For silicon, n/pp = 3. The carrier distribution
diagram is shown in Fig.3-17.
The characteristics of P+n and nN+ junctions and the carrier distribution in
equation (3.27) and in Fig.3-17 have been modeled with a three-stage equivalent
circuit [49]. The correlation between the current i1 (t) and the injected charge Qo(t)
can be simulated with this circuit, as shown in equation (B.18). The detailed model
implementation is described in Appendix B.
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Figure 3-17: Carrier distribution in the base region during forward conduction (solid
line) and reverse-recovery (dashed) [49].
The PIN SPICE model in Ref. [49] only works for DC or small-signal analysis, but
not for large-signal analysis. In large-signal analysis, the injected carrier distribution
is very different. The carrier distribution of DC/small-signal analysis has hyperbolic
function shape as in Fig.3-18(a). The free hole density and electron density are
approximately equal and form the quasi-neutral base-region. However, the large-
signal input will drive the carrier distribution away from the quasi-neutral condition
and makes it look like the distribution as shown in Fig.3-18(b). Because free hole
density is not equal to free electron density, the equivalent circuit in Appendix B
can not be used directly to model the correlation between input current and injected
carriers.
Without the quasi-neutral condition, the current density J, with carrier distribu-
tion p at the boundary x = 0 is written as,
op ___F1_-__JP1X=O = -qDp-- + qpE pp ~ -qDp d(F1  (3.28)ax Ox
Under the quasi-neutral condition, the current density JP, with carrier distribution
p' at the boundary x = 0 is written as,
J, I=x = -qDp () (3.29)0x
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Figure 3-18: Carrier distribution in base-region for (a) DC/small-signal analysis and
(b) large-signal analysis [49].
Here, we introduce a new factor F to correlate the current density Jp with J,, at
the boundary x = 0,
J,(x = 0) = F 1 - J,(x = 0) (3.30)
The total injected carriers by these two currents are equal,
Q = A Jp(x = 0)dt = A F - Jp,(x = 0)dt (3.31)
Therefore, the correlation between the current J, and the injected density p under
large-signal signal situation can be modeled with the current J,, and the carrier
density p' with quasi-neutral condition. The transfer function between Jp and p of a
PIN diode can be simulated with the same equivalent circuit for J,, and p'. The factor
F1 indicates how far the carrier distribution is away from quasi-neutral condition. It
depends on the operating frequency and amplitude of the applied voltage or current
source. It can be extracted from large-signal numerical modeling or experiments.
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Table 3.3: SPICE model parameters of PIN diode
Parameters Unit Comments
is A Saturation current
N Ideality factor
IKF A High-injection knee current
PHI V Build-in voltage
TO s Transit time
IE A Emitter recombination knee current
VM V High-injection voltage drop on the base
RLIM Q Carrier-scattering series resistance
REPI Q Base region resistance
LAM Forward-recovery coefficient
T s Lifetime
VPT V Reverse-recovery coefficient
Rsc Q Reverse-recovery coefficient
*F1 Initial condition coefficient
*F2 Reverse-recovery coefficient
3.2.2 SPICE Model Results
The parameters Is, N, IKF, PHI, TO, TE, VM, RLIM, REPI, LAM, T, VPT, Rsc, F
and F2 are parameters for the diode model in Appendix C, which are indicated in
Table.3.3. The parameters Is, N, IKF, 1E, VM, RLIM and REPI can be extracted from
I-V curves. The parameters To, r, VPT and Rsc are extracted from reverse-recovery
simulations. The forward-recovery coefficient LAM is extracted from forward-recovery
simulations. The parameter PHI doesn't contribute much in this model and can be set
to 1V. The initial condition factor F is obtained by a large-signal analysis simulation.
The factor F2 is extracted from reverse-recovery. The factor F2 is added to the model
used in reference [49] because HSPICE can't converge in simulating the circuits with
the nonlinear element current source G,, [49]. The SPICE subcircuits of the PIN
diode model are discussed in Appendix C.
The circuit simulation results of the PIN SPICE model has been compared with
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Figure 3-19: DC characteristics of MEDICI simulation (solid) and SPICE modeling
(dashed).
the results from the 2D simulator MEDICI [45]. The simulated diode has structure
A, shown in Fig.3-1(b). It has height x width = 240nm x 520nm and two 50nm thick
ribs on both sides highly doped to 10 19 /cm 3 for n-type and p-type, respectively. The
high doping regions are 200nm away from the optical waveguide to minimize optical
loss.
The DC and small-signal analysis have been conducted using the sub-circuit in
Appendix C with the factors F1 = 1 and F2 = 1. The DC current-voltage character-
istics is shown in Fig.3-19. For V < 1V, the SPICE model results match MEDICI
numerical simulation results very well. For V > 1V, the heating mechanism in
MEDICI simulation may be the reason to cause the I-V roll off faster than SPICE
model because the heating leads to mobility reduction and diode current saturation.
The heating mechanism was not included in the SPICE model. The small-signal anal-
ysis was done with a small voltage source of VRF = 0.01. Using small-signal analysis,
the capacitance and resistance properties at different frequencies and DC bias are
calculated. Fig.3-20(a)(b) illustrate the total resistive and reactive impedance versus
frequency at bias VDC = 0.5. The results from MEDIC match those from SPICE well
up to 5-10GHz. Fig.3-20(c) shows the calculated diffusion capacitance by sweeping
the forward bias. The diffusion capacitance from MEDICI is close to those from
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Figure 3-20: (a) Total resistance and (b) total reactive impedance versus frequency at
forward bias VDC = 0.5V, (c) diffusion capacitance versus forward bias at frequency
f = 100Hz.
SPICE for V < 1V.
For digital applications, a pulse voltage source is used to simulate logic 1 and 0.
The current and total carriers have been computed with MEDICI [45] and HSPICE
[50] for random voltage square pulses. A detailed comparison can be found in Ap-
pendix B. The transient carrier change injected into the PIN diode can be obtained
from the ladder subcircuit as shown in Fig.3-21. By reformatting, the subcircuit
Fig.3-21(a) is equivalent to the subcircuit in Fig.3-21(b). The charges q1 and q2 in
Fig.3-21(b) are the charges in the PIN intrinsic region as shown in Fig.3-21(c). The
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Figure 3-21: (a) 4th order PIN subcircuit,(b) another equivalent 4th order PIN sub-
citcuit, (c) carrier distribution in PIN intrinsic region [49].
total charges are calculated as
Q = [qi x 7 + q2 x (1 - y)] x F 1/2 (3.32)
where F is the factor to valuate the carrier distribution difference between steady-
state and transient as shown in Fig.3-18(a). The factor 2 indicates the fact that the
transient carriers are only about half of those in steady-state, see Fig.3-18(b). -y =
di/(w/2) is the ratio of d, to the half intrinsic width. Fig.3-22(a) shows the transient
current from MEDICI numerical simulation (solid curve) and HSPICE simulation
(dashed curve). Fig.3-22(b) illustrates the transient carriers computed with MEDICI
modeling (solid curve) and transient carriers simulated with HSPICE and calculated
from equation (3.32) (dashed curve). Note that the voltage in the subeircuits in
Appendix C is equivalent to charge divided by carrier lifetime.
In Fig.3-22, the transient carriers increase to some large level when there are
continuous "1" signals. The optical output is not a flat top signal as the input
electrical signal. Since a long continuous "1" signal may be applied to the PIN diode
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Figure 3-22: (a) Transient MEDICI current (solid) and HSPICE current (dashed), (b)
transient MEDICI total carriers (solid) and HSPICE total carriers current (dashed).
The total carriers include holes and electrons. The random signal is [0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,, 0, 0, 1, 0] with one bit period to be 100ps.
in some idle links, techniques are necessary to obtain constant optical output for the
same electronic signal input.
3.3 Fabrication and Measurement Setup
3.3.1 Device Fabrication
The silicon modulator has been fabricated at Lincoln Laboratory with CMOS pro-
cess. Fig.3-23 illustrates several key steps. Fig.3-23(a)(b) show how to make the high
doping region to reduce the contact resistance. It's estimated that 10-20nm fabrica-
tion error on the distance between the high doping region and the waveguide does
not seriously affect the device performance. However, a 5-10nm fabrication error can
induce performance distortion if the sidewall doping is necessary, such as structure
C shown in Fig.3-1(b), because the sidewall doping is designed to be around 50nm
and close to the optical mode center. Fig.3-23(c) shows how to make the low doping
(such as n-type 10 1 /cm 3 ) for forward-biased operation, medium doping (such as p-
type 10 1 7/cm 3) for reverse-biased operation and silicon ion implantation to introduce
defects and control carrier lifetime. Fig.3-23(d) illustrates the final structure after
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Figure 3-23: (a) high n-type doping, (b) high p-type doping, (c) low n-doping or
silicon ion implantation, (d) final structure after process.
processing with metal.
The Mach-Zehnder modulator is shown in Fig.3-24(a). Y-junction is employed to
split the light from the input and to combine it at the output. The SEM images of
the fabricated waveguide are shown in Fig.3-24(b) and (c). The height of the highly
doped contact regions is 38.7nm. The height of the waveguide is 276.2nm. The
width at the top and bottom of the waveguide is 517.8nm and 606.3nm, respectively.
This waveguide can generate the second TE mode, but this mode can not affect the
waveguide's performance much because its effective index is a lot lower than those of
the first TE mode and the first TM mode.
3.3.2 Experimental Setup
The fabrication and testing of the designed silicon modulators has been carried out
though a collaboration at MIT-Lincoln Laboratory. The experimental setup is shown
in Fig.3-25 and Fig.3-26.
A 1550nm laser generated by a tunable laser diode (Santec TSL-210V) with max-
imum output power -15mW is amplified in an optical fiber amplifier. The amplifier
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Figure 3-24: (a) Mach-Zehnder interferometer, (b) SEM image of waveguide with
metal contact, (c) SEM image of waveguide cross-section.
is required because of the optical loss due to the tested devices and coupling losses.
A fiber polarization controller is used to match the polarization of the input laser to
the quasi-TE single-mode waveguides. An optical lensed fiber matches the input fiber
mode to the on-chip waveguide mode. The lensed fiber has a fiber core diameter of
9pm, a cladding diameter of 125pm and a diameter of 250Mm.
The output beam from the on-chip waveguide is collected by a lensed fiber, goes
through a fiber preamplifier, a 2nm tunable bandpass filter and a fiber amplifier and
finally is detected by an InGaAs photo-detector. The pre-amplifier raises the overall
power level and the filter suppresses unwanted light before coupling the light into the
main amplifier.
The RF power is generated by a network analyzer, amplified by a RF power
amplifier which has a bandwidth of 30kHz-20GHz and a gain of 18dBm. The analyzer
power can be up to 5dBm, but is typically kept to OdBm because some nonlinearity
is observed when power goes higher. There are only three pads in the modulators
and the electrical probes are shown in Fig.3-26(b). The DC bias is applied across the
left arm and goes through the right arm to the ground. The RF probe is applied to
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the middle pad together with a DC bias. The optical output can be maximized by
adjusting the two DC bias voltages.
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Figure 3-25: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup for modulator RF mea-
surement.
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Figure 3-26: (a) Experimental setup, (b) Mach-Zehnder modulator with probes.
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Chapter 4
Electro-Optic Modulators and
All-Optical Switches Based on
Carrier-Injection in Si/SiO2
Split-Ridge Waveguides (SRW's)
In chapter 3, a buried waveguide was employed in high-speed silicon electro-optic
modulators. The advantage of the buried waveguide is the tight optical confinement
due to a small mode size, which makes it applicable for large scale integration. How-
ever, the compact size is often outweighed by strong device heating caused by the low
thermal conductivity in the surrounding silicon dioxide, and the fabrication tolerances
of the buried single-mode waveguide are fairly small and easily deteriorate the perfor-
mance in a fabricated device. For example, the heat induced refractive index change
in the forward-biased PIN modulator with lifetime reduction is larger than that in-
duced by plasma effect at low frequencies, shown in Fig.3-4. The waveguide structure
must be optimized to minimize thermal effects and maximize fabrication tolerance,
and the optical field must well overlap with the generated carriers. The two most
common waveguide structures, buried and ridge waveguides, are not well suited for
these requirements. Therefore, we propose a Si/SiO2 split-ridge waveguides (SRW),
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which offers excellent heat sinking, good carrier confinement and a high tolerance
toward fabrication errors. The electro-optic modulator and all-optical switching are
investigated based on SRW waveguide and show the advantages of low heating and
high overlap between optical mode and carrier change.
In Sec. 4.1, the SRW is explored and its properties of good heat sinking, large fab-
rication tolerance and broadband coupling are discussed. In Sec.4.2, an electro-optic
modulator is realized based on the SRW waveguide. In Sec.4.3, two architectures
for all-optical carrier injection switches using two or three waveguides are proposed.
These switches exhibit large fabrication tolerances, low power consumption and re-
duced undesired heating.
The commercial simulator FIMMWAVE [51] is used to solve optical modes and
model wave propagation and coupling. The program is a fully vectorial waveguide
solver based on the film mode matching method. It can find arbitrary order modes
and mixed polarisation and is an eigenvalue solver. The 2-dimensional semiconduc-
tor simulator MEDICI is employed to simulate the electrical properties. MEDICI
simulates the physical mechanisms governed by the carrier continuity equations, the
Poisson equation, and the heating equation.
4.1 Waveguide and Coupler Design
4.1.1 Split-Ridge Waveguide (SRW)
Waveguides are the most fundamental components of every integrated optical device.
They ascertain confinement of light and contain the active medium whose index is
changed in the case considered here, and simultaneously act as a heat sink for the
energy deployed. High-index-contrast (HIC) waveguides with a silicon core and SiO2
cladding offer the advantage of strong light and carrier confinement. Therefore, a
short interaction length in optical switching applications using the plasma effect in
silicon [35] is possible.
Two popular waveguide geometries on the Si/SiO2 platform are the buried and
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Figure 4-1: Structure layout and single-mode profile for: (a) buried waveguide, (b)
ridge waveguide, (c) split-ridge waveguide (SRW)
ridge waveguides as shown in Fig.4-1(a) and (b). Typical dimensions of a single
mode buried waveguide in this material platform are a width of 0.5 pum paired with
a height of 0.2 pm [18]. For waveguides, the height can be rather well controlled by
chemical vapor deposition of the individual layers or with the SIMOX [52] or Smartcut
process [53]. However, the lateral dimensions are determined by the accuracy of the
photolithography employed and can exhibit large deviations from the design goal.
The fabrication tolerances of the buried single-mode waveguide are fairly small and
easily deteriorate the performance in a fabricated device. The advantage of the buried
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waveguide is the tight optical confinement due to a small mode size, which is often
outweighed by strong device heating caused by the low thermal conductivity in the
surrounding silicon dioxide. In contrast, ridge waveguides exhibit much larger mode
sizes and also show a much larger fabrication tolerance of several micrometers [54] [55].
However, their open structure leads to low carrier confinement because the carriers
can diffuse away 62 pm within 100ns in bulk silicon. Most carriers may diffuse away
upon carrier injection, which results in a low carrier concentration. Here, a Si/SiO2
SRW is investigated to overcome these limitations and to combine the advantages of
buried and ridge waveguide in a single structure.
A SRW can be considered a buried waveguide on top of a closely spaced thin Si
layer, see Fig.4-1(c). The whole structure is embedded in SiO2 . The thin layer draws
part of the mode down from the buried waveguide. The amount of light guided in
the thin Si-slab depends on the distance between the slab and the buried waveguide
as well as the thickness of the slab. Hence, its mode spreads out more than in a
buried waveguide but less than in a ridge waveguide, resulting in a lower center of the
mode profile than that in the buried waveguide. Single-mode operation is obtained
by adjusting the vertical dimensions d, and d2 . Only first TE mode can be highly
confined, the first TM mode is weakly confined and no other modes can be guided.
The Si-slab makes the cladding effective index larger than in the buried waveguide so
that the index contrast is weaker than in a buried waveguide. Therefore, the SRW
remains single-mode for larger dimensions than a buried waveguide.
The SRW structure has a number of advantages over the buried and ridge waveg-
uides. First of all, the insertion of the Si-slab allows to choose a larger width of the
waveguide to reduce sensitivity to fabrication errors while still maintaining single-
mode operation by carefully adjusting the layer thickness. For example, at a commu-
nications wavelength of around 1.5 pm, a waveguide width of 1 pm, twice as large
as for a comparable buried waveguide, can be chosen. In addition, the thickness of
the isolating SiO2 layer is much smaller than in buried waveguides, resulting in a
significant improvement in heat sinking. To achieve good heat sinking, the silicon
slab thickness should be larger than 350nm and the heat sink is less than 5pm away
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from the waveguide so that the thermal resistance of silicon slab is smaller than the
thin SiO2 layer. An electronic carrier-injection modulator design has made full use
of this feature [40]. In our current proposed device, an SiO2 thickness d, of less than
100 nm is sufficient, compared with 1- 2 pm that would be required in a compara-
ble buried waveguide, yielding a 10 to 20-fold improvement in thermal conductivity.
Finally, the SRW allows for good confinement of carriers in the buried section, while
they would easily escape in ridge waveguides due to the open structure. Thus, the
desired switching effect can be achieved at lower switching power.
4.1.2 Broadband Coupler with Split-Ridge Waveguide (SRW)
The SRW described above also enables the design of couplers that are less sensitive
to fabrication variations and wavelength. This enables the construction of all-optical
switches using broadband SRW-couplers.
Fabrication Tolerances
Small length and thickness variations are unavoidable in waveguide fabrication. We
can differentiate between absolute width variations, i.e., errors that result in size
changes for all devices on a wafer, and relative variations, such as different thickness
of adjacent waveguides in an individual waveguide coupler. The coupling efficiency in
waveguide couplers tends to be particularly sensitive to relative errors of the adjacent
waveguides. For example, the coupling of a single-mode coupler at the communica-
tions wavelength based on buried waveguides, with a cross-section of 400 nm x 200 nm,
is fundamentally degraded by a deviation in feature size as small as a few nanometers
in the horizontal direction. The vertical dimension can be controlled much more pre-
cisely. Therefore, variations in the vertical dimension are not considered. Even for
state-of-the-art E-beam fabrication techniques [11], the relative variations in waveg-
uide width can be controlled only to the order of 1 nm which can cause a serious
variation in the coupling coefficient. To obtain a worst-case estimate we assume a
relative variation of 2.5 nm in the following calculations. A good design must be
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Figure 4-2: Relative change of cladding decay coefficient Aa/ao as a function of slab
waveguide width with a waveguide width variation of 2.5 nm at the wavelength of
A = 1.55pm
sufficiently robust against fabrication errors.
In the following, the fabrication tolerance of the SRW-coupler is investigated based
on a simplified analytical 1-dimensional model and a numerical 3-dimensional model.
In the former case, the SRW is modeled as a 1D slab waveguide. This approximation is
chosen because the weak coupling in the devices is proportional to e-L, dominated by
the product of the coupler length L and the field decay coefficient (a) in the horizontal
direction while the vertical field decay coefficient is of minor importance. The coupler
length's effect on tolerance will no be studied in this thesis, more information can be
found in [56]. The horizontal cladding decay a of the symmetrical TM mode in a slab
waveguide is governed by the transcendental equation [56]
tan(kw/2) = (4.1)
Eci kx
where kx, w, Eco and Ec, are the horizontal wavenumber in the core region, the core
width, the core and cladding dielectric constants, respectively. The relative change of
field decay in the slab waveguide cladding -2 = Aa(woAw)-A(wo) is calculated as aeo ca(WO)
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function of slab width in Fig.4-2. For waveguide widths below 0.5 pm, small variations
in thickness lead to a large relative change of field decay Aa/ao. In contrast, for a
width of the waveguide exceeding 1 pm the relative change of field decay experiences
merely a negligible drop. Thus, a coupler made out of waveguides wider than 1
pm will have a considerably less change in coupling strength. Fig.4-2 illustrates the
significant improvement in sensitivity against fabrication tolerances of SRW couplers
due to its larger waveguide width.
The insensitivity to fabrication errors has also been numerically verified in a 3-
dimensional coupler with single-mode SRWs at a communications wavelength of 1.55
pm by performing simulations with the software FIMMWAVE [51]. For a 100%
coupler with the waveguide dimensions w x h = 1 pm x 0.55 pm, the layer thickness
d, = 100 nm and d2 = 350 nm (Fig.4-1c), a 600 nm distance between the two quasi-
TE single-mode waveguides and 365 pm coupling length, our simulations show that
a relative fabrication error of 2.5 nm leads to a tolerable drop in output power of
0.11dB. In contrast, in a quasi-TE single-mode coupler based on buried waveguides
with the dimensions of w x h = 450nm x 250nm, the lateral distance of d = 400nm,
and the coupling length of 1 = 180pm, the same fabrication error leads to a 8dB
power penalty. The computation was done by varying the waveguide width while
keeping the waveguide center-to-center distance constant. These numbers illustrate
the robustness of the SRW based coupler with respect to fabrication tolerances.
The insensitivity to fabrication tolerances also leads to wavelength insensitivity
for a directional coupler because both changes in dimensions and wavelength can sub-
stantially vary the waveguide mode size and the coupling strength. The wavelength-
sensitivity of SRW-couplers will be discussed later in this section.
Bandwidth
Another key requirement for all-optical switches is the broadband behavior which is
required to cover the entire C-band of optical communications with very low OFF-
state insertion loss over the full bandwidth. For example, the construction of a switch
matrix with N = 64 channels may need a matrix of N 2 couplers, as shown in Fig.4-3.
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Figure 4-3: 64 x 64 all optical router.
In such a device, an individual channel encounters the OFF-state, i.e., the switch
without carrier-injection, up to maximum 2N-2 times, whereas the ON-state, i.e., the
switch with carrier-injection, is encountered only once, when the signal is routed to
a different channel. For our design, we found that the OFF-state of each individual
coupler is almost frequency independent and does exhibit very low loss on the order
of 1% (see Fig.4-4), neglecting additional waveguide losses. Thus, the channel passing
through the entire matrix of 64 switches would encounter an overall insertion loss of
only 5.5 dB.
The broadband operation of the SRW-coupler results from the large width of
the waveguide. The SRW coupler with 1 pm width offers a significantly broader
bandwidth than that based on the buried waveguide with a typical width of less
than 0.5 pm. We verified this hypothesis with the software package FIMMWAVE
[51]. Our calculations reveal that the SRW-coupler exhibits over 99% transmission
over the entire C-band (Fig.4-4), while the coupler based on buried waveguides has
much narrower band and its power transmission drops below 94% at both ends of
the C-band. For a complete switch matrix such a high transmission uniformity of a
SRW-coupler would be significant: with a seemingly small loss of about 1% in each
buried waveguide coupler at 1530 nm, the total losses at this wavelength accumulate
to maximally 5.5 dB in a 64-channel switch matrix, while the signal at the center
wavelength of 1550 nm remains un-attenuated. A 64-channel switch matrix based on
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Figure 4-4: Bandwidth for two-waveguide couplers based on buried (dashed) and
SRW (solid) waveguides
buried waveguide coupler has 34dB maximum loss at the wavelength 1530nm. This
problem is circumvented in the SRW-coupler due to its low variation in transmission
over the entire C-band.
4.2 Electro-Optic Modulators Based on SRW
In this section, we discuss a Si/SiO2 high-index contrast waveguide modulator based
on a split ridge-waveguide that operates under forward biased conditions and shows
corner frequencies of up to 24 GHz, which has a smaller figure of merit than previous
studied PIN/PN reverse-biased structures [14].
4.2.1 Device Structure
A schematic layout of the proposed modulator is shown in Fig.4-5. Fig.4-5(a) shows
a conventional Mach-Zehnder arrangement, and Fig.4-5(b) shows the most important
sub-component of the modulator, the electrically driven phase modulator section. We
use a split-ridge waveguide, i.e., the high-index ridge is separated from the high-index
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Figure 4-5: (a) Externally-biased Mach-Zehnder modulator with coplanar RF-feeder,
(b) split-ridge waveguide pin-phase modulator with single mode intensity profile.
slab via a thin low index layer, which combines the following advantages of a buried
waveguide and a ridge waveguide (see Fig.4-5(b)). By adjusting thickness di and d2 ,
we can obtain single-mode operation. For example with d, = 100nm, d2 = 350nm,
h = 550nm and w = 1pm, we obtain from simulations with FIMMWAVE that there
is only one guided TE and one guided TM mode, only the TE mode is studied in this
thesis. The optical mode is 94% confined in the ridge section of the waveguide which
is isolated so that injected carriers cannot escape in the transverse directions. One
way to fabricate this structure is to use double SOI wafers which can be generated
by SIMOX or Smart-cut process [52] [53]. The SiO2-isolating layer, which splits the
ridge-waveguide, is rather thin (di = 100nm), so that there is good heat sinking to
the silicon slab portion of the waveguide acting as a heat spreader. The optical mode
is well confined within the ridge in the horizontal direction, which greatly reduces
loss due to highly doped contact regions and sidewall roughness. Assuming that also
a 50nm thick layer on both sides of the ridge waveguide section is doped to ensure
homogenous carrier distribution, even doping levels as high as nD = 1019cm- 3 lead
only to an absorption coefficient of ac = 2.8dB/cm. The PIN-diodes in both arms
of the Mach-Zehnder modulator are biased in series and a static current is driven
through both arms, leading to equal phase shifts, absorption and heating in both
arms. This ensures that the thermo-optic effects in both arms are balanced to a large
degree. The RF-signal is capacitively coupled to the diodes out of phase via the even
mode of a coplanar transmission line, see Fig.4-5(a).
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The electrical and thermal characteristics of the phase modulator sections are
evaluated using the semiconductor device simulator MEDICI [45]. Subsequently, the
optical characteristics of the phase modulator sections, i.e., effective optical index
and absorption changes, and the resulting Mach-Zehnder modulator characteristics
are determined from these computations by exporting the electrical and thermal char-
acteristics and building proper averages over the optical mode profile that is calculated
separately with the software tool FIMMWAVE [51]. The carrier lifetime is dynam-
ically adjusted including the surface, the Shockley-Read-Hall(SRH), and the Auger
recombination. The carrier lifetime in the intrinsic section can be varied over a wide
range using doping or ion implantation [39]. Simulations with three values for the
electron/hole lifetimes have been performed: r=10, 100, and 1000ps. The contact
resistivity is assumed to be small, about 10-7Q - cm2 [38]. Therefore, most of the
voltage drop is located across the i-region of the pin-modulator. For short carrier
lifetimes, the electric field can be increased to a level where the current flow gets
close to saturation and the carriers drift at the saturation velocity v, - 10 7cm/s
in silicon. The carriers injected into the i-region induce a change in the refractive
index and the optical absorption. The effective index and absorption of the guided
mode are obtained by averaging over the spatially varying index and absorption us-
ing the numerically determined optical mode profile of the split-ridge waveguide, see
Fig.4-5(b).
4.2.2 Device Performance
Detailed two-dimensional simulations have been carried out for a device with dimen-
sions: d, = 100nm, d2 = 350nm, d3 = 2pim, d 4 = 100nm, h = 550nm and w = 1pm
assuming longitudinal homogeneity. The static I-V characteristics of the phase modu-
lator section in terms of the average current density flowing through the intrinsic zone
as a function of applied voltage are shown in Fig.4-6(a) for the three different carrier
lifetimes. In addition for different operating points, the maximum device tempera-
ture occurring in the center of the ridge waveguide section is shown in Fig.4-6(a). For
voltages greater than 6V the current strongly saturates. Acceptable internal operat-
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Figure 4-6: (a) Modulator I-V-characteristics and maximum device temperature Tm
at different operating points and carrier lifetimes r=10ps (solid), 100ps (dashed), Ins
(dotted); (b) effective index change due to plasma and thermal effects for -r=10ps
(solid), 100ps (dashed), ins (dotted).
ing temperatures between 300K and 400K are computed for this device for operating
voltages of 2V and 4V. The heat is efficiently removed from the device via the metal
contacts and the thin slab-Si layer (see Fig.4-5b). Roughly 65% of the heat escapes
over the metal contacts and 35% over the Si-slab for the current dimensions. Thus
the Si-slab layer does not only reduce the waveguide loss by better mode confinement
in the ridge but also greatly improves the heat sinking.
The AC characteristics of the device are determined by computing the small signal
modulation transfer function between the effective index change in the phase modu-
lator section and the applied voltage. The modulation speed of a pin-diode depends
critically on the carrier recombination time and the drift velocity. The faster of the
two processes, recombination or drift, determines the 3dB corner frequency of the
AC-response. For a structure with a carrier lifetime equal to or shorter than ins, and
assuming a thermally grown oxide passivation with a surface recombination veloc-
ity of 100 cm/sec., the SRH-recombination dominates the carrier lifetime. The SRH
lifetime depends on the density of recombination centers due to the doping or ion bom-
bardment. For high carrier injection, the SRH recombination time is in the order of
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rSHR = 2r, where r itself depends on the carrier concentration [45]. Correspondingly,
the 3dB corner frequencies due to recombination are f,""' = 1/ 2 7TSHR = l/47rr = 8
GHz, 0.8 GHz, 0.08GHz for r=10ps, 100ps, and ins, respectively. In addition to
recombination, carrier drift under the influence of a strong applied field also deter-
mines the maximum modulation speed. The simulations result in carrier velocities
v ~ 8 x 10 6 cm/s, 2.4 x 10 6cm/s and 2.4 x 10 6cm/s for r=10 ps, 100 ps, and 1 ns,
which corresponds to maximum modulation frequencies f3dB = 2.4/2Tdrift = 30 GHz,
9 GHz, 9 GHz with rdift = w/v [37]. We obtain the 3dB frequency from Fig.4-6(b)
to be 24 GHz, 4 GHz, and 3 GHz, which agrees well with the estimation of 30 GHz,
9 GHz and 9 GHz, respectively.
Fig.4-6(b) shows both the amplitude of the effective index change due to the
thermal effect and due to the plasma dispersion effect for an assumed sinusoidal drive
voltage modulation amplitude of 0.1V. For frequencies f > 100MHz, the plasma
effect dominates the thermal effect. At low frequencies thermal effects dominate
because the thermal time constant is about 30ns and, therefore, much longer than
the carrier lifetimes used in the simulations. This is of major importance because both
effects do have opposite sign and thus there is a frequency range, i.e., 1 - 100MHz,
where the response is zero. If a modulator for a combined low and high frequency
range is desired, this problem can be fixed by using two modulators with widely
different carrier lifetimes in series, which address the low and high frequency ranges
of the input signal separately. A similar modulator as in Fig.4-5 with a carrier lifetime
of 30 ns could be used to modulate the low frequency band from 0 - 100 MHz.
To bias the modulator section, we dissipate a DC-power PDC = VDC ' IDC, where
the DC-current IDC is the current density from Fig.4-6(a) multiplied by the cross
section of the device through the ridge. Operating at a bias voltage, VDC, we obtain
for the DC-power of a 1mm long section according to Fig.4-5 (b), with the area
A = 0.55pm x 1mm = 5.5 x 10- 6cm 2 , the DC power PDC = l/ 2 VACIAC cos() =
1/2. 1V -2.78 x 10 4 A/cm 2 = 550mW. At this bias point and a modulation frequency
of f=10GHz, with amplitude(half peak-to-peak) VAC = 1V, the simulation gives for
the amplitude of the AC current density JAC = 2.78 x 10 4A/cm 2 , resulting in a
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dissipated microwave power of PAC = 1/ 2 VAcIAc cos(O) = 1/2 - 2.78 x 104A/cm 2 .
5.5 x 10~ 6cm 2 - cos(18') = 76mW. The corresponding amplitude of the effective
index change is An = -1.5254 x 10- 4 . To achieve a phase shift of 7r at a wavelength
of 1.55pm a 5 mm long section would be necessary, resulting in a figure of merit,
FOM=0.5Vcm, of the phase modulator section. Note that for a MZ-modulator a
differential phase shift of 7r is necessary between the two arms to achieve full on off
modulation. This is possible for a 1 V amplitude signal and 2.5 mm long phase
modulator sections in each arm resulting in a total DC-Power consumption of 2.5W
and an estimated microwave power of 380 mW.
Both the losses and the phase shift depend approximately linearly on the injected
carriers [36] and, therefore, we obtain for the relationship of total losses accumu-
lated in the structure versus phase shift a - L ~ #/4, which leads to the following
transmission characteristic of the modulator as in chapter 2
1
T(O) = - - e-(ac+aDc)L[cosh(#/4) - cos(2# - #B)] (4.2)2
for 1#1 < 7r/2, where OB is the bias phase shift. For the current example of a 2.5 mm
long structure the total static losses due to contact doping and the DC-bias current
would be about
10log10 [e(ac+aDc)L] = 4dB (4.3)
not including possible bend and scattering losses due to sidewall roughness.
Furthermore, the thermal improvement by the silicon slab can be seen by com-
paring the 10ps lifetime AC characteristics between the modulators based on buried
waveguides and SRW. A 3dB corner frequency of the refractive index change due to
the thermal effect is around 500kHz in the buried waveguide modulator (see Fig.3-4),
while it is around 1MHz for the SRW modulator (see Fig.4-6). The higher corner
frequency in SRW structure indicates SRW has shorter thermal time constant, i.e.,
the generated heat in the waveguide can diffuse to the heat sink faster. It is the SRW
silicon slab that introduces another heat sinking and reduces thermal effect.
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In summary, a high-speed electronic carrier-injection modulator based on a high-
index-contrast split-ridge Si-waveguide has been proposed and investigated. Simu-
lations show that with a short carrier lifetime in the intrinsic region, -=i10ps, by
lifetime doping or ion bombardment and operation in the saturation region where
carrier travel at saturation velocity close to v, ~ 10 7 cm/s, modulators with a fre-
quency range of 1-24GHz should be possible. At these operation points reasonable
values for DC and AC power consumption, operating temperatures and an intrinsic
loss of only 4 dB can be achieved.
4.3 All-Optical Switches Based on SRW
In Sec.4.1, we demonstrated the advantages of using SRW's to achieve a broadband
coupler. In this section we analyze two different architectures for all-optical switches
based on SRW-couplers. The key attraction of all-optical switches is the potential
for high switching speeds and low insertion loss. The high speed results from the
absence of RC low-pass filters of the electrical drive circuitry, and the absence of
significant optical losses at the signal wavelength typically occurs in switches due to
the absorption of evanescent field components in the vicinity of the drive electrodes.
All-optical switches have been realized at high power levels in large silicon structures
[57]. However, the high power regime and large dimensions of the silicon switches
demonstrated to date render them inappropriate for on-chip integration. Further-
more, recently the possibility of all-optical switching in the silicon material platform
was demonstrated by injection of 500 ps pulses in a microring resonator structure
resulting in an ultrafast switch [17]. Here, the design of all-optical A-switches is in-
vestigated. Switching is triggered by carrier generation caused by absorbing 800 nm
light, that is coupled into the switch with a dedicated SiN waveguide (Fig.4-7). Our
simulations (Sec.4.3.2 and 4.3.3) and carrier lifetime measurements (Sec.5.3) show
that such all-optical switches enable switching with cw control light at low optical
power level.
In Sec.4.3.1, the switching principle and device structures are depicted. In Sec.4.3.2
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Figure 4-7: Sketch of the proposed switches (a) two-waveguide Switch, (b) three-
waveguide Switch.
and 4.3.3, two architectures for all-optical carrier-injection switches using two or three
waveguides are proposed. These switches exhibit large fabrication tolerances, low
power consumption and reduced undesired heating. In Sec.4.3.4, the mechanism de-
termining switching speed is discussed.
4.3.1 Switching Principle and Device Structures
The structures of the carrier injection switches are depicted in Fig.4-7. The switches
are based on the SRW-coupler discussed in Sec.4.1.1 and a SiN injection waveguide
for transport of the 800 nm modulation light. The modulation light is assumed to
come from an off-chip source. Two different coupler architectures have been explored
with two and three waveguide elements for the signal light, respectively (Fig.4-7).
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The coupler consisting of two waveguides (Fig.4-7(a)) is suitable for high switching
speeds, exceeding 1 GHz, since carriers diffuse out of the active region along the signal
waveguides. In contrast, the switch depicted in Fig.4-7(b) comprises an additional
middle section in which the carriers are generated. The effective carrier lifetime in
this structure is longer, since the surrounding isolating material prevents the escape
of the carriers as discussed in Sec.4.1.1, such that switching can be maintained with
very low optical power if the surfaces are sufficiently well passivated. The length
of the active regions is chosen to allow for efficient coupling of the 800 nm control
light from the injection waveguide. Numerical simulations show that, for a distance
between control and signal waveguides of about 10-50 nm and for a length of the
active zone of about 100 pm, over 90% of the control light is absorbed in the signal
waveguide.
In the "OFF-State" of the switch no carriers are injected into the active region
and the input waveguide couples fully to the output waveguide B-D. In this state
the system is ideally lossless and the switch is transparent The broadband transfer
characteristics from the input to output are shown in Fig.4-4. In the case of the two-
waveguide switch, coupling occurs directly to the output waveguide B-D (Fig.4-7a).
In the case of the three-waveguide switch, coupling occurs via a short intermediate
coupling section into which the carriers are injected (Fig.4-7b). In the "ON-State"
of the switch, control light entering the SiN-waveguide is absorbed in the active
waveguide and changes the index, which detunes the active waveguide. The coupling
of light to the output waveguide B-D is blocked and almost all light remains in the
input waveguide A-C. The maximum loss in this state can be estimated by assuming
that all the input light that is still coupled into the active region gets absorbed by
the induced free carrier absorption. The next two sections discuss the performance
of the two/three-waveguide switches in detail.
4.3.2 Two-Waveguide All-Optical Switch
We propose an all-optical switching structure capable of high-speed modulation. We
start our analysis by investigating the power transfer characteristics as a function
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of the bulk carrier lifetime, the surface recombination, the coupler dimensions, and
other parameters. For this purpose, we calculate the switching power required to
switch permanently from one channel to the other. Only the steady state "ON" and
"OFF" conditions are considered and transients are neglected. Finally, we discuss
the requirements for carrier lifetime to reach a certain switching speed.
The power transfer characteristics of the device depend on the changes of the
refractive index and absorption coefficient between ON and OFF states, as well as
the recombination time constant Teff. Using coupled mode theory, the power output
from port D in Fig.4-7(a) can be written as [56]:
_ 2 2
PD+= P 2  sin ( 2 + i 2L) (4.4)
where L, K, PA = Po and 6 = (31 - 02)/2 are the coupler length, the coupling
coefficient, the input power into waveguide A and the wavevector mismatch between
the two waveguides, respectively. In the OFF-state with 6 = 0, the half beat length
of the coupler is L = 7r/2r, to obtain full power transfer to port D. In the ON-state
6 = 0, the maximum power coupling to port D is
PD.max = P0 (4.5)J2 42
Therefore, most optical power will remain in the input waveguide if 6 > r without
considering absorption.
The transmission characteristics of the two-waveguide switch in the ON and OFF
states have been simulated using FIMMWAVE. The separation between the two
waveguides and the coupling length are set to 0.6 ptm and 365 sum, respectively.
The ON-state is characterized by An, = -0.005 and Aa = 26/cm caused by the
carrier density change Ane/h = 1.8 x 10 18cm- 3 [35]. The simulation results are shown
in Fig.4-8. Over 98% of the signal power is transmitted to port D in the OFF-state,
and more than 91.5% to port C in the ON-state over the full C-Band, as shown in
Fig.4-8(a) and (b). The ON-OFF ratio for output port D is around 20dB, which can
be further increased by increasing the pump power.
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We can estimate the required pump power consumption necessary to achieve such
transmission characteristics. The pump power can be calculated by
hc
Pp= VgL (4.6)AP77
where h, c, Ap, q and V are the Planck's constant, the speed of light, the pump
wavelength, the transfer efficiency and the active region volume. The generation
rate is calculated by using (5.32) to be gL = 2 x 10 1 7/ns.cm 3 , assuming Ane/h =
1.8 x 1018cm-3 and -reff = 10ns. With Ap = 800nm and T1 = 95%, a pump power of
10mW is obtained for the given volume V of the active region.
An estimate for the thermal effects can be given based on the pump power used.
The 100 nm SiO2 layer for the SRW dominates the thermal resistance Rtherm =
dsi02 /(NMSi02 - Aef) + dsi.stab/(Si - Aeff.sjab) ~ 250K/W (assuming the heat sinking
is 1pMm away from the waveguide). The temperature rises by AT = Rtherm-Pp = 2.5K,
with a corresponding index change AnT = AT -10- 4 /K = 2.5 x 10-4. Thus the index
changes caused by carrier injection are much larger than those due to thermal effects,
Anc/AnrT = 5 x 10-3/ 2.5 x 10- 4 ~ 20 times in this case. Therefore, heating effect
can be neglected.
In summary, these calculations show that the two-waveguide switch has over 90%
switching efficiency with a DC switching power as low as 10mW. Carrier effects dom-
inate thermal effects by more than one order of magnitude, allowing for switching
speeds as fast as the carrier lifetime (Sec.4.3.4). The low heating of 2 K in the ON
state (Sec.4.3.1) allows for example the construction of large switch matrices with
switching time approaching 10 ns.
4.3.3 Three-Waveguide All-Optical Switch
For many applications especially switching matrices often much slower switching times
are acceptable. To cover the slow optical modulation bandwidth applications, the
structure based on three waveguides, see Fig.4-7(b), is advantageous.
Similar to the two-waveguide switching structure, the coupling strength , and
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the detuning 6 determine the power transfer characteristics. The working principle is
shown in Fig.4-7(b). The three waveguides are designed to have the same propagation
constant 30 without carrier injection. By injecting carriers into the middle waveguide,
the propagation constant in the middle waveguide can be detuned by 6. According to
coupled mode theory [56], mode amplitudes in the output ports C and D (Fig.4-7(b))
are given by:
ac(z) = e-floz X (4.7)
1 6 1 6 1 6
- )e z-'z + ( + )eiz+'z2 8/' 4 80' 4
aD(z) = e-ifoz X (4.8)
1 6 1 6 1 6[- ( I )-Aix-Oz" + + -Az+a'z)
2 8,3' 4 8,3' 4
where 3' = 62 + 81|2. For the OFF-State, substituting aA(z = 0) = 1, IaD(z =
L)I = 1 and 6 = 0 into (4.7) and (4.8), we obtain the half beat length L = 7r/v/2|J.
For maximum power transfer to port C in the ON-state, 6 should be as large as
possible to keep most of the power in the input waveguide.
Simulations have been done for the three-waveguide coupler to obtain power trans-
fer characteristics. The separation and coupling length are set to 0.8 pam and 780 pm,
respectively. The active region index change is set to 0.01, a little larger than that for
the two-waveguide coupler. Simulation results are shown in Fig.4-9. In the OFF-state
over 97% of the signal power is transmitted to port D and about 90% to port C in
the ON-state over the C-Band. The ON-OFF ratio of output port C is around 30dB,
which is usually demanded for a switch, see (Fig.4-9 (c)).
Performing the same calculations as for the two-waveguide switch but using the
carrier lifetime r = 100 ns, the pump power is estimated to be 2mW and the temper-
ature rise is only AT = 0.42K. The induced index change is AnT = AT x 10- 4 /K =
4.2 x 10- 5 . The index change caused by carrier injection is again significantly larger
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than the that by the thermal effect, about Anc/AnT = 10-2/4.2 x 10- 5 ~ 230 times.
Therefore, again heating effects can safely be neglected.
Comparing the modeling of two and three-waveguide switches, the two-waveguide
switch may work well up to 100MHz, or even 1GHz. The three-waveguide switch can
operate with slower switching speed because of its closed structure helping to hold
the carriers inside the active region. The 30dB ON-OFF ratio of the three-waveguide
switch with respect to port C is large enough for optical communications applications
and its power consumption and thermal effect are at leat 5 times smaller than that
for the two-waveguide switch.
4.3.4 Switching Speed
As mentioned in the previous sections, the switching speed is determined by the
effective carrier recombination time. If carriers are injected to bring the switch to
the ON-state, it takes several carrier lifetimes, Tell, for the switch to recover to the
unperturbed state. To design an all-optical switch with switching speeds of up to
100MHz, an effective recombination time of less than 1 ns is required. This value
can be obtained by ion-bombarding the active zone [39]. Under this condition, the
effective lifetime is shortened by the Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination [40].
To obtain a switch with speeds of around 1MHz an effective carrier lifetime of up
to 100ns is needed. Usually for small thin waveguides, the surface recombination
dominates the recombination process. In order to fabricate the designed switches,
knowledge about the carrier lifetime for thin Si waveguides with different surface
passivation is necessary.
4.4 Summary
A split-ridge waveguide was proposed and investigated. SRW is advantageous over the
ridge and buried waveguides by providing better thermal sinking, broader bandwidth
coupling and larger fabrication tolerance. SRW provides a heat sinking through the
Si-slab while the buried waveguide is surrounded by low thermal conductance silicon
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oxide and thus can not provide a good heat sinking. The coupling coefficient insen-
sitive to waveguide width makes the coupler based on SRW broadband, covering the
whole C-band with very low OFF-state insertion loss. The larger tolerance to fabrica-
tion error in SRW leads to 80 times optical power loss reduction at the Mach-Zehnder
interferometer output compared with buried waveguides.
An electrically driven Mach-Zehnder waveguide modulator based on the high-
index-contrast silicon split-ridge waveguide technology and electronic carrier injec-
tion was proposed. The excellent optical and carrier confinement in the high-index-
contrast waveguide devices, together with good thermal heat sinking and forward
biased operation, enables high speed modulation with a small signal modulation band-
width of beyond 20GHz, a figure of merit of V, - L = 0.5V - cm and an insertion loss
of about 4 dB. The modulator can be fabricated in a CMOS-compatible process.
Finally, all-optical switches based on optical carrier-injection in high index con-
trast Si/SiO2 split-ridge-waveguide (SRW) couplers are analyzed. The waveguide
devices are suitable for the construction of low-loss optical switch matrices as well as
fast optical switching. These devices exhibit robustness against fabrication tolerances,
improved heat sinking, good carrier confinement and high uniformity in transmission
over the entire C-band of optical communications in contrast to comparable devices
based on buried or ridge waveguides. Reasonably low electrical switching power of
1-10mW is predicted for switching frequencies of 1MHz-1GHz and faster switching
speed can be achieved by reducing carrier lifetime. Carrier recombination measure-
ments in thin Si-layers passivated with different oxide layers confirm the feasibility of
the designed switches and modulators which will be shown in chapter 5.
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Chapter 5
Carrier Lifetime in
High-Index-Contrast Waveguides
The carrier lifetime in waveguides plays an important role in the performance of
electro-optic modulators. In all-optical modulators as discussed in Sec.4.3 and forward-
biased modulators without lifetime reduction as discussed in Sec.3.1.2, the highest
modulation speed is determined by the carrier lifetime. In the modulators with life-
time reduction by ion implantation as discussed in Sec.3.1.1, the reduction of carrier
lifetime effectively reduces the carrier density such that carriers can move at higher
velocity and keep relatively low current, which enlarges modulation bandwidth. In
contrast, smaller figure of merit can be achieved with longer carrier lifetime because
it is inversely proportional to the carrier lifetime according to equation (3.12). There-
fore, carrier lifetime in high-index-contrast waveguides needs special attention.
This chapter investigates carrier lifetime in bulk silicon and high-index-contrast
waveguides. In particular, carrier recombination mechanisms in semiconductors and
high-index-contrast waveguides are introduced in Sec.5.1. In Sec.5.2, the carrier life-
time measurement models are introduced. In Sec.5.3, the carrier lifetime and surface
recombination velocity of bulk and SOI silicon wafers with different surface passi-
vation is measured with the radio-frequency photo-conductance delay spectroscopy
(RF-PCD) and the dual-color pump-probe method. In Sec.5.2, the carrier lifetime is
calculated numerically in waveguides with PIN diodes.
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5.1 Recombination Mechanisms
Four dominant recombination mechanisms: Auger recombination, radiative recom-
bination, Shockley-Read-Hall(SRH) recombination and surface recombination, are
discussed below.
5.1.1 Radiative Recombination
oc conduction
band
Ec --- electron
Ephorwon
Eg
Ephoton
hole hv = Eg - Ephonon)
valence band
CRYSTAL MOMENTUM (or K)
Figure 5-1: The Band-to-band radiative recombination processes in indirect band-gap
semiconductors [20].
The band-to-band radiative recombination happens when conduction band elec-
trons transit to the valence band, recombine with valence band holes, and release
excess energy to photons. The transition of conduction band electrons to the valence
band needs the assistance of a phonon in an indirect band-gap material, like Si and
Ge, while it is not necessary in a direct band-gap material, like GaAs. As shown
in Fig.5-1, the conduction band minimum locates differently from the valence band
maximum in k-space for indirect band-gap materials. An electron in the conduc-
tion band minimum needs to change its momentum so as to transit to valence band
maximum according to momentum conservation. The momentum change is usually
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Table 5.1: B-values for silicon at 300'K
B-value (cm 3 /s) Publication year References Comments
6.0 x 10-14 1967 cited in[58] experimental data
1.2 x 10-15 1969 cited in[58] experimental data
1.1 x 10-- 4  1972 [58] experimental data
transferred to a phonon. Radiative recombination is a minor process for indirect
band-gap materials.
The radiative band-to-band recombination rate can be written as [58]
U(t) = Bnp (5.1)
where n and p are the density of free electrons and the density of free holes, respec-
tively. Assuming that the electron density change is equal to the hole density change,
we obtain
dn dp (5.2)
-- -- g(t) -U(t)(.2
dt dt
= g(t) - B(no + An)(po + Ap)
= g(t) - Bnopo - B(no + po + Ap)An
An
= g'(t) -
Trad
where g'(t) = g(t) - Bnopo is the effective generation rate. no is the electron density
and po is the hole density in the equilibrium state. B is the radiative recombination
coefficient. The radiative lifetime is defined as
1
Trad = (5.3)B(po + no + Ap)
The radiative recombination coefficient B is in units of cm 3 /s. The radiative recom-
bination coefficient B has been measured, as shown in Table 5.1. Even though the
measured B-value differers in different measurements, a B-value of B = 10- 1 4 cm 3 /s is
reasonable for our calculation. The radiative lifetime is long at the low injection level
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Figure 5-2: Band-to-band Auger recombination processes (a) eeh process and (b) ehh
process [37].
of An < 10O8/cm 3 , which is negligible. For example, Trad = lms when An = 10 7/cm3
and B = 10 1 4 cm 3/s. The radiative recombination is important, however, for high
injection An > 10 2 0cm 3 , in which case Trad < 1AS.
5.1.2 Auger Recombination
The band-to-band Auger recombination has two different processes: eeh-process in
which one electron and one hole recombine and the energy is transferred to another
electron as shown in Fig.5-2(a); ehh-process in which one electron and one hole recom-
bine but the energy is transferred to another hole as shown in Fig.5-2(b). According
to the Kerr's model in [59], the total Auger process recombination rate is given by
the sum of the recombination rates of the two processes,
UAur = Ueeh + Uehh Consp + Cnp2  (5.4)
where n and p are the density of free electrons and the density of free hole, respectively.
Ueeh is the eeh process recombination rate and Uehh is the ehh process recombination
rate. Assuming the electron density change is equal to the hole density change Ap =
An and substituting n = no + An and p = po + Ap into equation (5.4), the Auger
lifetime for n-type semiconductors is
An 1
Taug = UA C- 2) (5.5)
" Usur Cn(no + 2noop + AnAp) + Cp(noop + 2nopo + Andp)
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Figure 5-3: (a) High injection Auger lifetime measurements for high resistivity n-type
silicon (~ 90Vcm) and p-type silicon (- 150Vcm), (b) values for the ambipolar Auger
coefficient as a function of excess carrier density [59].
where Ap > po is used. The Auger lifetime for p-type semiconductors is
An 1
TAug ~
SUAu, C.(po An + 2nopo + Ansp) + Cp(p2 + 2po Ap + Anop) (5.6)
where An >> no is used. Therefore, the lifetimes for the low and high injection in the
n-type semiconductor are,
1 1 (5.7)
and for p-type semiconductor are
1 1
TAuglow = N2 , TAug high = 2
CnNA Cn+Cp) An2
(5.8)
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where NA and ND are the densities of acceptors and donators, respectively.
The Auger recombination lifetime has been measured [59] on high resistivity n-
type silicon (~ 90Vcm) and p-type silicon (- 150Vcm). As shown in 5-3(a), the
Auger lifetime is plotted as a function of the excess carrier density. A fitting of the
measured Auger lifetime according to Kerr's model gives
1
~TAg = (5.9)3 x 10- 27Ap 1.8
at an injection level of Ap > 1015 /cm 3 . It can be seen that the Auger recombination
only plays important roles in high injection An > 10 8 which gives rAug < 1.3ps.
Using equations (5.8) and (5.9), the high injection Auger recombination coefficient
can be evaluated as
Ca = Cn + Cp = 3 x 10- 27 Ap- 0 .2 = 3 x 10- 2 7An-0 .2  (5.10)
The measured Auger recombination coefficient agrees with the scaling in equation
(5.9), as shown in Fig.5-3(b).
5.1.3 Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) Recombination
The SRH recombination needs the assistance of residual recombination centers in
the semiconductor. Four processes may happen with the existence of recombination
centers, shown in Fig.5-4. The net recombination rates for electrons and holes are
[37]
Rn - Gn = cnNin(1 - ft) - e.Ntft (5.11)
R, - Gp = cNtpft - enNt(1 - ft) (5.12)
where n, p, Nt, and ft are the density of free electrons, the density of free holes, the
concentration of traps, the probability that traps are occupied, respectively. Rn and
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Figure 5-4: The energy band diagrams for the Shockley-Read-Hall generation-
recombination processes: (a) electron capture Rn = cnnNt(1 - ft), (b) electron
emission Gn = enNtft, (c) hole capture Rp = cppNtft, and (d) hole capture
GP = epNt(1 - ft) [37].
Rp are the recombination rates of electrons and holes. Gn and GP are the generation
rates of electrons and holes. At steady state, if an excess electron-hole pair is created,
another electron-hole pair will recombine through one of the four processes. Therefore,
the net recombination rates for electrons and holes are equal,
R - Gn = Rp - Gp (5.13)
Using equations (5.11), (5.12) and (5.13), the capture coefficient probability of the
trap ft is derived
ft c n + cp (5.14)
C~p + Cnn + en + e,
Substituting (5.14) into equations (5.11) and (5.12), the net recombination rate be-
comes,
Rn-Gn=Rp -G = ccnp - enep Nt (5.15)
cnn + en + cpP + ep
np - e e
Cn Cp
-
+e 1 + i '2 1
cpNt cn CpNr CnNt CP CnNt
np - nip
(n + nli)T + (p + pi)Tn
where substitutes have been made rn = 1 (the electron lifetime), r= (theChNt lifetime), =-)p , (t
hole lifetime), nj ~ ni e(Et-Ei)/KT and pi = = e(-Et+Ei)/KT [601. ni, pi I Et
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and Ej are the intrinsic electron and the hole densities, the trap energy level and the
Fermi energy level, respectively. Under the quasi-neutral condition states An ~ Ap,
the SRH lifetime can be written as
An - - (n + ni)rp+ (p + pi)n ( .6
TSRH = n(5.16)Rn - G - np - nipi
The SRH recombination is not important at low trap concentration because the
lifetimes -rn and r are inverse to the trap concentration Nt, i.e., rn = 1 andCn Nt
= -i.- The SRH recombination becomes significant at high trap concentration.
Research has been done on control of SRH lifetime by increasing the trap concentra-
tion. Experimental exploration has found that the trap concentration can be increased
by ion implantation [39]. At implantation doses above 3 x 10 1 4/cm 2 the measured
lifetime reached a limit of 600f s.
5.1.4 Surface Recombination
The surface recombination becomes more and more important as the optical devices
approach sub-micrometer size. Surface or inter surface recombination is induced by
the surface states, i.e., dangling bonds at the inter surfaces [61]. A bulk silicon atom
has four bonds and shares electrons through one bond with each of four surrounding
silicon atoms. This is no longer true at the surface because the bonds are truncated
and terminated with dangling bond. For purely clean surfaces, at least one bond for
each atom is not occupied. For surfaces with impurities or defects, reconstruction
happens at the surface and reduces the number of dangling bonds. Therefore, they
have much less surface states, about two to three order of magnitude smaller than the
intrinsic states in purely clean surface. This indicates that the surface recombination
can be reduced by passivation with different materials and processes. The carrier
lifetime due to passivation and carrier dynamic re-distribution are discussed in Sec.5.2
and the surface recombination velocity (SRV) is measured in Sec.5.3.
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Figure 5-5: Sample configuration
5.2 Carrier Lifetime Measurement Model
5.2.1 Lifetime Model
In silicon, excess carriers can be generated by a visible pump laser. After generation,
excess carriers start to re-distribute and recombine. The effective carrier lifetime
is a measure of the time which carriers need to recombine until the carrier density
becomes sufficiently low. During the recombination process, the dynamic carrier re-
distribution causes the refractive index change which can be determined by measuring
the reflectivity or transmission of a laser through the silicon film. In this section,
the dynamics of carrier re-distribution and recombination with pump laser sources
are investigated and the surface recombination lifetime as a function of silicon layer
thickness, diffusion coefficient and surface recombination velocity (SRV) is derived.
A simplified 1-dimensional slab structure is used to model the process, as shown
in Fig.5-5. A pump laser is injected into a slab Si wafer with a width of d. Here, we
assume that the laser pulse is a unit Delta function,
G(t) = NoJ(t) (5.17)
where No is the photon density in units of /cm 2 , and 6(t) = 1 at t = 0; 6(t) = 0 at
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t = 0. The excess minority carriers generated by the laser pulse can be written as
[62]
n(x, 0) = g'(e-(x+d/2) + Re-a(-x+/ 2 )) (5.18)
where g' = Noa(1 - R)/(1 - (Re-ad)2 ) is the generation rate, a is the optical absorp-
tion coefficient and R is the reflection coefficient on the Si/air surface. The generated
excess minority carriers have to satisfy the continuity equation
(5.19)an(x, t) O2n(x, t) n (x, t)at aX2 7b
with the boundary conditions at the two Si/air surfaces
Dn |X Jx=-d/2 = S , n(x,t0|x=-d/ 2
On(x, t)D x I=/2 =-Sf-l(x, tIX=d/2
(5.20)
(5.21)
The general solution of equation (5.19) can be written as a linear superposition of
many modes [62]
no(x, t) = e--'/r [Ane- Dn' cos(a"x) + Bne-32Dnt sin(onx)]
n
(5.22)
which is needed to satisfy the initial condition (5.18) and the boundary conditions
(5.20) and (5.21). The coefficients An and Bn are determined by the initial condition
(5.18)
An g an
and + sin(and) f- (-a(x+4) + Re-dea~x+;)) cos(anx)dx
B- =3 2g'in~i~d) Jz (e-a(x+A) + Re-aea-x+ )) sin(/3x)dx
,3nd + sin( 3nd) z
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(5.23)
(5.24)
Each term in solution (5.22) decays with its own characteristic decay constance
1 _
=--+ l s 
Teff -n 7-b
(5.25)
where Teff.n is the effective lifetime for the nth mode. Since the term 1/r is from the
bulk recombination and the term acD, is induced by surface recombination, we can
define the surface recombination lifetime to be . = 1/(aDn). Because only one
single mode is usually dominant in the measurement and the bulk lifetime rb is much
longer than -r,. such that rb can be neglected for thin silicon layer, the measured
effective lifetime takes the simple form,
1
Tmea
(5.26)
Substituting the nth-cosine and sine terms in (5.22) separately into (5.20) results
in
cot(and/2) = Dnan/S (5.27)
tan(3nd/2) = -Dni3n/S (5.28)
At low surface recombination velocities S -+ 0, the right-hand side of (5.27) goes
to infinity. Therefore, cot(and/2) can be approximated to 1/(and/2). Then (5.27)
becomes Dnan = 2S/d. The measured lifetime becomes
1 d
Tmea -D,,a 2S
(5.29)
When S - oo, equation (5.27) leads to cot(and/2) -- 0, which means and/2 -+
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7r/2. Then the measured lifetime with fast surface recombination is
Tmea = - (5.30)
Therefore, the measured lifetime can be expressed as for large or small S
d d2
Tmea - + (5.31)2S D7r2
The previous derivation uses unit Delta function source to analyze the decay of
excess minority carriers. Using convolution technique, the analysis is readily to be
generalized to various laser sources, such as step and Gaussian function. The detailed
results can be found in [62].
5.2.2 Effective Lifetime
The relaxation of a carrier density change Ane in a silicon film is determined by four
effects (Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH), radiative, Auger and surface recombination) [63]:
dAne Ane (5.32)
dt Teff
where
1 1 1 1 1
Teff TSRH Trad TAug Tsur
1. 1 1 1
7b TSRH Trad TAug
with
TSRH = An (nl+nl)Th (p+pi)Tn
np - nipi
1
Trd=B(no + po + Ap)
TAug = 3. 10- 2 7Ap 1 .8
d d2
Tsur 2+ Da7r2
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where gL is the carrier generation rate, Teff and Tb are the effective lifetime and the
bulk lifetime, TSRH, Trad, TAug and Tsur are the recombination lifetimes of the SRH, the
radiative, the Auger and the surface recombination, respectively, B is the radiative
recombination coefficient, d is the sample thickness, S is the surface recombination
velocity and Da is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient.
Regular SRH recombination in pure crystalline silicon is on the order of rSRH
lOms [64] and can be neglected. Radiative recombination in silicon is a minor process
because of the indirect band gap [58], and Auger recombination plays only a signif-
icant role at very high carrier densities [59]. For thin semiconductor layers, surface
recombination is the dominant effect. The lifetime due to surface recombination in a
thin layer is given by[63]:
1 d 2 d
Tsur d)2 + 2 (5.33)Ts=Da 7r 2S
where d is the film thickness, S is the surface recombination velocity, and Da is the
ambipolar carrier diffusion coefficient. The derivation of equation (5.33) will be dis-
cussed in Sec.5.2. The first item in (5.33) dominates for strong surface recombination
(Sd/Da >> 1) and the second term for weak surface recombination (Sd/Da << 1).
The surface recombination is determined by the surface recombination velocity S,
which strongly depends on the surface passivation of the silicon film.
The effective lifetime rff in equation (5.32) is determined by the bulk lifetime Tb,
the surface recombination velocity (SRV) S, the wafer thickness d and the diffusion
coefficient [61], as plotted in Fig.5-6. When the SRV is very small, the bulk lifetime
dominates the effective lifetime Teff = Tb. When SRV is very large, the effective
lifetime approaches to the diffusion lifetime Teff = d2 /D7r. For a medium level of SRV,
the effective lifetime is surface-recombination dependent Teff = d/2S. The surface
recombination velocity can be extracted if the lifetime is located in the medium SRV
domain, which will be applied to calculate SRV in the lifetime measurement in Sec.5.3.
The effective lifetime with silicon film thicknesses of 650pm and 1.5p/m is plotted in
Fig.5-6(a) and (b), respectively.
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Figure 5-6: Effective lifetime with the wafer thickness (a) d = 625ptm and (b) d =
1.5pm.
5.3 Carrier Lifetime Measurement
To determine the surface recombination velocity, the carrier lifetimes in both 650 Am
thick bulk crystalline silicon wafers, and SOI-wafers with a 1.5 pam low P-doped silicon
layer (resistivity is around 1 - 30Qcm) on top of a 3 Am SiO2 layer made by SIMOX
[52], are studied. The carrier lifetimes for the bulk 650 Am thick silicon wafer and
SOI-layers are expected to be on the order of 500 ps and less than 10 ps, respectively,
at low injection [63]. The surfaces of both kinds of samples are passivated with two
common types of oxide: (i) a natural thermally grown silicon oxide and (ii) an oxide
layer made by low temperature oxidation (LTO). All oxide layers were 1000 A thick.
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Figure 5-7: Implementation of the dual-color carrier lifetime measurement.
The natural oxide (i) was thermally grown at 1000'C under atmospheric pressure,
the LTO layer (ii) was made at temperature 400'C and pressure 200mTorr.
First, we extracted the surface recombination velocity from the passivated 650
pam thick bulk silicon wafers by means of radio-frequency photo-conductance delay
spectroscopy (RF-PCD) [65]. Due to the thick bulk wafer the carrier lifetime is in
the range of 10-100 Its, such that a slow measurement scheme like the RF-PCD is
suitable for its characterization. The surface recombination velocity values for the two
different oxides were found to range from a low 250 cm/s for the thermal oxide, that
leads to a long carrier lifetime in the wafer of 137 pis, to a high surface recombination
velocity of 1600 cm/s for the LTO (Table 5.2) leading to an effective carrier lifetime of
only 35 [18. These values are in good agreement with previously published data [63].
Based on the values for the surface recombination velocity gained from the RF-PCD
method, we expect overall carrier lifetimes Trtt between 45 and 260 ns for the 1.5
pum thick silicon-on-insulator films, see Table 5.2. Thus, a much faster measurement
scheme is necessary for their characterization.
A dual-color measurement technique [66] as schematically illustrated in Fig.5-7
was used to measure the carrier lifetime in the thin SOI layer. The method is capable
of measuring lifetimes as short as 30ns. The reflection from the surface of the wafer
under test is measured with a low-power probe laser at 1550 nm, which is focused to
a spot with 120 Im radius on the sample. A 532 nm laser with 80 mW of average
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Table 5.2: Carrier lifetime measurement results
Passivation type Carrier Lifetime Surface Carrier Lifetime in 1.5 pm
(thickness) in 650 pm Si wafer Recombination Si layer of SOI (ns)
(ps)* Velocity(cm/s)* Expected* Measured**
Thermal Oxide 137 250 260 150
(1001A)
LTO 35 1600 45 ~ 15
(1147A) I I II
* Radio-frequency photo-conductance decay spectroscopy(RF-PCD)
**Dual-Color Method
power is focussed to the same spot size on the sample and brought to overlap with
the probe laser. The 532 nm light has an absorption length of 0.94 pm in the sample,
such that about 80% of the incident light is absorbed in the 1.5 pm silicon film.
The 532 nm beam is then modulated sinusoidally at frequencies ranging from 30 kHz
to 10 MHz with an acousto-optic modulator (AOM), resulting in a time-dependent
carrier injection due to the absorption in the sample. Due to the plasma effect (see
Sec.4.3) the pump light causes a change in both absorption and refractive index of
the thin silicon film. The reflection from the film is measured by lock-in detection.
According to (5.32), for slow modulation of gL(t), the carrier density and the changes
in refractive index and absorption can follow the modulated light. However, for
fast modulation the carrier density cannot follow the modulation. Thus, the corner
frequency of the transfer characteristic describing index and absorption changes due to
pump light modulation is determined by the carrier lifetime in the sample. This low-
pass effect is clearly observed in the characterization of the SOI-wafer passivated with
a thermal oxide, see Fig.5-8. From the corner frequency of the normalized reflectivity
change a carrier lifetime of 150ns is extracted. This value agrees within 50% with the
value expected from the measured value for the surface recombination velocity, which
constitutes a rather good agreement taking into account that the buried oxide of the
SOI-wafer is a thermal oxide, which is grown during the manufacturing process of the
SOI-wafer with the Smart Cut Technique [53]
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Figure 5-8: Modulated reflectivity versus frequency for 1.5pam thick SOI wafers pas-
sivated by thermal and LTO oxides, respectively.
In contrast, the carrier lifetime of the SOI-layers passivated with LTO could not
be measured with the two-color pump-probe technique. As shown in Fig.5-8, in these
samples the normalized change in reflectivity lies about one order of magnitude below
the reflectivity change for the sample with the thermal oxide. This fact indicates a
carrier lifetime about one order of magnitude lower, since the magnitude of the change
in reflectivity is proportional to the carrier lifetime at low frequencies. From the data
at low frequencies we can infer a carrier lifetime at least ten times shorter than in
the SOI-wafer passivated with a thermal oxide, such that 15ns can be assumed as an
upper boundary for the carrier lifetime in these samples.
In a silicon single-mode waveguide, the layer thickness will be even much thinner,
on the order of 550 nm. For a 550 nm thin crystalline silicon layer with a ther-
mally grown silicon oxide cover layer we estimate a carrier lifetime on the order of
50-100ns. This short carrier lifetime enables the fabrication of the two-waveguide
switches with modulation frequencies 10 or 100MHz depending on which passivation
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layer is used. These measurements verify the feasibility of the all-optical switches
discussed in Sec.4.3.
5.4 Carrier Lifetime Extraction in a Waveguide
with PIN Diode
Carrier lifetime in bulk silicon and SOI wafers has been investigated earlier in this
chapter. In silicon waveguides with PIN diodes, the carrier lifetime may vary ac-
cording to doping profile, dimensions and geometries. Except the dual-color method
described in Sec.5.3, there are more methods to measure the lifetime in waveguides
with PIN diodes, which are different from the measurement in silicon films because
of the existence of metal contacts and PIN diodes.
Several methods have been used to measure carrier lifetime in PIN/PN diodes.
Kuno proposed a method to measure the transient forward and reverse currents when
the voltage applied to PIN/PN diodes is switched from forward-biased to reverse-
biased from which carrier lifetime can be determined [67]. Secondly, the dependence
of the reactive impedance of a PIN/PN diode on frequency is used in a RF technique
to measure carrier lifetime. This method is also referred as Caverley's method. In
addition, Szczesny [68] proposed a method based on the measurement of rapid changes
of the voltage drop across a PIN diode. Oussalah [69] proposed another method
to extract carrier lifetime by measuring the conductance at different forward-bias-
voltages at a fixed frequency. A detailed discussion of the first two methods will be
presented later in this section.
5.4.1 Kuno's Method (Reverse Recovery)
A reverse recovery method has been developed to measure the lifetime in a PIN diode.
This method is widely used in high-power PIN diodes. The reverse current iR as well
as the forward current iF are related to the charge Q stored in the base region by
time constants rR and rF, respectively, as shown in Fig.5-9(b). The charge variation
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Figure 5-9: (a) Diode switching circuit, (b) transient reverse recovery of a PIN diode
with thick base region[69] and (c) with a thin base region.
in the low doped base region in a PIN diode is
dQ Q
-t = -- +1(t) (5.34)dt -r
where r and I(t) are the carrier lifetime and current, respectively. In the steady-state,
we have the initial conditions at t = 0
QF = IFT
Switch the voltage from the forward bias to the reverse bias at time t = 0 as in
Fig.5-9(a). It has been observed experimentally that the current keeps constant IR
for a duration t, [67] [69]. At time t = t8 , it's assumed that the stored charge is zero
Qt, = 0 [69]. Substituting the conditions at t = 0 and t = t, into equation (5.34), we
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can obtain the charge solution between t = 0 to t = t,:
Q(t) = 1 --(et/r _ -ts/r) (5.35)1- e-t,/-r
Putting current 1(t,) = -IR, t = t, and equation (5.35) into equation (5.34), we get
ts
t= (5.36)ln(1 + I)
If a circuit inductance is used to prevent a rapid current change, another model can
be derived (70].
Unfortunately, Kuno's method only works for a thick base thickness [71]. Fig.5-
9(c) is a simulated result from 2D semiconductor simulator MEDICI for a PIN diode
with a thin base thickness of 0.9pm, as shown in Fig.3-1. t. can not be clearly iden-
tified in the transient current plot and, therefore, Kuno's method is not appropriate
for diodes with a thin base thickness.
5.4.2 Caverly's Method (RF Technique)
The capacitance and conductance of PIN diodes depends on frequency, the diode's
geometry and electrical properties, such as carrier mobilities, carrier lifetime and
etc. Microwave and RF measurements can be used to determine the carrier lifetime
in silicon PIN RF switching diodes. Swept frequency measurements are used to
determine the reactance minimum of the PIN diode. The frequency at which the
PIN diode reactance reaches minimum is shown to be inversely proportional to the
i-region carrier lifetime [72].
The PN diode theory is used to get insight into the extraction of the carrier lifetime
from RF-measurement. The frequency-dependent conductance and capacitance of PN
diodes are [33]
GD - 1V + (W-T)2 + 1)12 (5.37)
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Figure 5-10: Reactive impedance as a function of frequency.
CD = GO ( + (Wir)2 - 1)2 (5.38)
where Go is the DC conductance, w is the RF frequency and r is the carrier lifetime.
The impedance of the PN diode can be written as
1 1 1+ (wT)2 + 1 1 + (Wr)2 - 1
Z [ - j ] (5.39)GD + jwCD 2Go V1 + (Wr)2  J 1+ (wT) 2
Differentiating the reactive impedance X, i.e., the imaginary part of the impedance
Z, with respect to wr, we obtain
x 0 (5.40)
O(wT)
The above equation has three solutions: wT = 0, 1 and oo. Therefore, the carrier
lifetime can be extracted from RF measurement at the minimum r = 1/ 2 1rfmin.
A simulation has been done with MEDICI to calculate the reactive impedance
of a PIN diode at different frequencies. The dimensions of the diode are chosen to
be w = 520nm, h = 240nm, w, = 200nm and h, = 50nm, as shown in Fig.3-1. In
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the MEDICI simulation the lifetimes of electron and hole are set to rp = T, = 1ns,
and the lifetime is SRH recombination dominant according to Sec.5. 1. Therefore, the
effective lifetime is
1
Teff = + T + + 1 (5.41)
= 1.9ns
where we have assumed
TSRH = An 2ns
up - nipi
1
Trad 1 0.3msB(no + po + Ap)
1
TAug . 1.8 83ps3. 1o-27Apl.
h h2
Tsur = -S + = 0.125ps2S Da Ir2
and
An ~ Ap ~ n ~ p 1017/cm 3
n > ni
P > P1
B = 10-1 4 cm 3/s
S = 100cm/s
Da = 20cm 2 /s
The simulated reactive impedance is plotted as a function of frequencies in Fig.5-
10. The minimum of the reactive impedance is at f = 200MHz which gives the
lifetime r = 1/27r200MHz = 1.6ns. This is close to the lifetime set in the MEDICI
simulation T = 1.9ns.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
This thesis investigated electrically driven Mach-Zehnder modulators based on high-
index contrast silicon waveguide technology and electronic carrier injection. The
modulators based on four different structures, the forward-baised PiN diode with
lifetime reduction, the forward-biased diode without lifetime reduction, the reverse-
biased PIN/PN diode and metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) structure, were studied.
For the first type modulator, simulations showed that with a graded doping profile,
operating frequencies as large as 34GHz were reached while maintaining a low inser-
tion loss of 3dB and a low figure of merit of VL = 6Vmm. The experiment has
demonstrated a 3dB corner frequency of 1-2GHz which is still smaller than the de-
signed bandwidth of 34GHz. This could result from the slow RC delay due to the high
contact resistance and the external circuits. The second type of modulator, based on
forward-biased PiN diodes without carrier lifetime reduction, has a low figure of merit,
very low voltage and extremely low power in the low frequency regime. The measure-
ment showed that the DC bias is around 1-2 V with 5-10 mA current. Around 75%
modulation depth was obtained at low frequencies with RF voltage VRF = 0.1V and
PRF = 1mW. A very low DC figure of merit V, - L = 0.02V - cm illustrates the high
modulation efficiency. At a frequency of 10GHz, a RF power consumption of 100mW
for 25% modulation depth and a figure of merit of V, - L = 0.28V - cm were achieved.
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A pre-compensation technique was used to increase the bandwidth. A high pass filter
consisting of a parallel resistor and capacitor extends the modulator bandwidth from
100MHz to 5GHz experimentally. Thirdly, the reverse-biased PiN/PN modulator was
designed to operate up to 80GHz while the measured f3dB is only ~1-2GHz. This
discrepancy may be caused by the RC delay due to the experimental setup and im-
perfect fabrication. Finally, the performance of the MOS modulator was analyzed.
The MOS structure is compatible with the current chip processes while the RF power
is too large for most CMOS technologies.
A split-ridge waveguide (SRW) was proposed and investigated. The SRW pro-
vides good heat sinking through the Si-slab. The coupling coefficient insensitive to
waveguide width makes the coupler based on SRW broadband, covering the whole
C-band with very low OFF-state insertion loss. The larger tolerance to fabrication
error in SRW leads to 80 times optical power loss reduction at the Mach-Zehnder in-
terferometer output compared with buried waveguides. An electrically driven Mach-
Zehnder waveguide modulator based on the high-index-contrast silicon split-ridge
waveguide technology and electronic carrier injection has excellent optical and carrier
confinement, together with good thermal heat sinking and forward biased operation.
This electro-optic modulator exhibits a small signal modulation bandwidth of beyond
20GHz, a figure of merit of V, - L = 0.5V -cm and an insertion loss of about 4 dB.
Finally, all-optical switches based on optical carrier-injection in high index con-
trast Si/SiO2 split-ridge-waveguide (SRW) couplers were analyzed. The waveguide
devices are suitable for the construction of low-loss optical switch matrices as well as
fast optical switching. These devices exhibit robustness against fabrication tolerances,
improved heat sinking, good carrier confinement and high uniformity in transmission
over the entire C-band of optical communications in contrast to comparable devices
based on buried or ridge waveguides. Reasonably low electrical switching power of
1-10mW is predicted for switching frequencies of 1MHz-1GHz and faster switching
speed can be achieved by reducing carrier lifetime.
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6.2 Future Work
For the applications in optical interconnection, a modulator with low power consump-
tion, large modulation efficiency and small size is required. A modulator based on
resonators is found to have lower power dissipation, enhanced modulation efficiency,
and relatively smaller size compared to the Mach-Zehnder interferometer structure.
Resonators can be made of rings, photonic crystal or other structures [28]. Recently,
a ring modulator attracts a lot of attention [73]. A ring modulator works for narrow
bandwidth and needs very small electrical power, on the order of 10pW, to modulate
light. The power dissipation in a resonator can be reduced by increasing the finesse
which is defined as the ratio of resonator free spectral range (FSR) over the resonator
bandwidth [28].
For the applications in high-speed high-resolution optical sampling systems, a
modulator needs to have low nonlinearity. Nonlinearity distorts signals by introduc-
ing additional higher harmonic terms besides the fundamentals. The nonlinearity in
a Mach-zehnder interferometer is induced by the Mach-zehnder sinusoidal transmis-
sion characteristics, as shown in Chapter 2. The second order nonlinearity can be
suppressed by setting the bias #b = 7r/2. A dual-output modulator can be applied
to suppress the light source noise and nonlinearity [8]. The nonlinearity can also be
induced by the PIN diode itself because the forward-biased current is exponentially
proportional to the biased voltage. The carrier distribution doesn't follow the exter-
nal driving voltage linearly. A careful design on the doping profile and the geometry
of PIN structures could reduce the nonlinearity.
The silicon modulator can achieve a bandwidth as large as 20GHz and a figure of
merit of 4Vcm based on reverse-biased PN structure [14], and a figure of merit as low
as 0.28Vcm at 10GHz based on forward-biased PIN structure [74]. It is difficult to
obtain bandwidth as large as tens of gigahertz while keeping low figure of merit, such
as less than 1Vcm. It is worth further investigating the pre-compensation scheme for
the forward-biased PIN modulator to extend the bandwidth and novel designs for the
reverse-biased PN modulator to reduce figure of merit.
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Appendix A
DC/AC Characteristics of PIN
Diode
Free Carrier Distribution with Unit Injection Efficiency
The free carrier distribution in the PIN intrinsic region is governed by the ambipolar
diffusion equation
On n
-=D - - (A.1)at aX2 Ta
with the boundary conditions
dri
J+d = 2 qDn Ix=+d (A.2)
dx
J-d = d-2qD -ri (A.3)dx
where the injection efficiency at both ends of the PIN diode is assumed to be unity
and the electron current in p+-region and the hole current in n+-region are zero, as
shown in Fig.2-8 of Chapter 2. Assuming the current density input is J = Jo + Jiewt,
the carrier density can be written as n = no + nlejwt by neglecting the higher order
terms based on small signal assumption. Substituting n and J into the ambipolar
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equation (A.1) and boundary conditions (A.2) (A.3), we obtain
(no + niewt) =Da a2(no + nieiwt) no + rie
at aX2Ta
Jo + Jejw' = 2qDn (no + niejwt)Ix=+d
d(
Jo + Jiejwt -2qDp (no + niejwt )lx=_-
(A.4)
(A.5)
(A.6)
From equation (A.4) to (A.6), we have the equations for DC carrier distribution
X2 L2 = 0 (A.7)
Jo = 2qDn dx x=+d (A.8)
dn
Jo = -2qDp dnlx= *~(A.9)
and equations for AC carrier distribution
ax2
L- (1 + jwTa) = 0
a
dni
J= 2qDp dr |i=+ddi
(A.10)
(A.11)
(A.12)
where La = VDara.
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The DC solutions can therefore be found
no(x) = -raJo[ COSh-La) B s]h(x/La) (A.13)
2qLa szinh(d/La ) cosh(d/La )
where B = "-1p
Putting ni = e± into equation (A.10), we get L = 1+iWs . Similarly, we can
obtain AC solution by replacing La and Jo by L and J, in equation (A.13):
Ta Jl e a+eL e-e e
ni(x) = [ aeL -B d d (A.14)
2qL - eL ef + e
_ fnl(x)dx 
_ TaJi (A.15)
2d 2dq
Free Carrier Distribution with Non-unit Injection Efficiency
In practice, the injection efficiency is not unity since the total current is not only due
to the holes and electrons injected into the i-region, but also due to the minority holes
into n+-region and the minority electrons into p+-region, as shown in Fig.A-1. The
total forward-biased current density can be explicitly expressed as
JF = JnP Jm + JpN (A.16)
where Jnp and JpN are the diffusion current densities due to the injection of electrons
injected into the p+-region and holes injected into the n+-region [34]. Jm is due
to the rate at which holes and electrons recombine within the i-region. So carrier
distribution due to Jap and JpN can be regarded as constant along x. The carrier
distribution due to Jm has hyperbolic distribution along x according to the ambipolar
equation (A.1). Therefore, the carrier distribution in (A.13) and (A.14) is only due
to Jm and doesn't include the contribution from Jap and JpN-
At the edge of i-region x = -d, the hole density is approximately equal to the
high p-type doping, p(-d) = NA, and the electron density depends on the applied
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Figure A-1: Diagram of PIN diode structure, carrier distribution at intrinsic region
and the current density at the edges x = ±d when assuming that the injection
efficiency at both ends is not unity.
voltage n(-d) = nj/NieV/(kT/q), so that
p(-d)n(-d) n(-d)2 
-V/(kT/q)
n2 ~ e
(A. 17)
where p(-d) ~ n(-d) is assumed. We know that the diffusion current densities Jnp
and JpN are proportional to eV/(kT/q) [331, which is proportional to n(-d)2 according
to equation (A.17). n(-d) is proportional to Jm according to equation (A.13). Thus
we come to the relations Jnp oc J, and JpN OC J2. Equation (A.16) can be rewritten
as
JF = Jnp + Jm + JpN = K 1 J2 + Jm + K 2 Jm = (K1 + K 2 )Jm2 + Jm (A.18)
The values of the coefficients K 1 and K 2 have been studied in detail in [34]. Assuming
JF = JFO + JFlejt and Jm = Jo + Jmlewt, we have
JFO + JFlejw' = (K1 + K 2 )(J2 0 + Jmlejwt)2 + JmO + Jmlejwt
- (K1 + K 2 )(Jmo + 2Jmo Jmiewt) + JmO + JmidWt
(A.19)
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where the DC and AC forward current densities are
JFo = (Ki + K 2 )JO + Jmo
and
JFi = (K 1 + K 2)2JmoJm1 + Jmi
Then the solution for (A.20) is
V1 + 4JFo(Kl + K 2 ) - 1
2(K 1 + K 2 )
4JFo(K1 + K2)
2(K 1 + K 2 )
and the solution for (A.21) is
Jmi = JF12Jmo(Ki + K 2) + 1
JF1
2 JFo(K + K 2 ) + 1
The average DC carrier distribution is
S=ra JmO
2dq
Ta JFO
2dq K 1 + K 2
and average AC carrier distribution is
2dq
Ta JF1
2dq 2 JFo (K1 + K 2 ) + 1
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(A.20)
JmO =
(A.21)
S JFO (A.22)
(A.23)
(A.24)
(A.25)
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Appendix B
PIN Diode SPICE Model
SPICE Model Implementation [49]
The carrier distribution in the intrinsic region is governed by the ambipolar diffussion
equation:
p
a
1 Op
+ D at (B.1)
where Da = 2D.Dp/(Da + Dp) is the ambipolar coefficient, La = V'Dara is the
ambipolar diffusion length and ra is the high-level carrier lifetime, respectively.
Applying the boundary conditions on the both sides of quasi-neutral region as
in chapter 2, the DC carrier distribution in the quasi-neutral intrinsic region can be
derived, as shown in Fig. B-1:
n(x) = p(x) = po sinh(w/La)[ cosh.x - w/2)/La)
smnh(w/2La)
sinh((x - w/2)/La)B cosh(w/2La)
where B = - p)/(pn + Vp), for silicon b = /p, = 3. The total charges can be
integrated from equation (B.2):
q = 2A p(x)dx
0 (B.3)
where A is the effective cross-section. The quasi-neutral intrinsic region has the same
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(B.2)
'= Ve+ V + V2 Vpi+Ej
V/ V2
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P~ N N
p(V) P(W)
Px)
o Xs/ I-
OX 2 L~a
1 Op
75;j57 v 0(t b' 11±lbqA 1 , , - UP
Qo(s)1 L, + sr tanhl V1 +sr
r X1, La J
SPICE model
[COsh((X - lt/2)/L.a) - Bsinh((: - w/2)/L )
Sinh1(U/2Lj) cosh(ic/2Qa
(Forward DC carrier distribution)
Total charge (= 2Aj p(:r)drx
Figure B-1: Carrier distribution in the base region during forward conduction (solid)
and reverse-recovery (dashed) [49].
number of holes and electrons and therefore gives a factor of 2.
To simplify the carrier distribution expression in (B.2), the boundary conditions
are placed at x = 0 and x = xm [49]:
op
-X(0, t) = -g(t)
= b 
- I i(t)
1 + bqADa
op (Xm, t) = 0
Apply Laplace transformation on equation (B.1):
a 2p P S ±p 1+ s
Ox 2  L2 Da Ot a
where and define P(S) is the Laplace transform of p(t).
(B.4)
(B.5)
(B.6)
The general solution of
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Op b I 1 11, '
hP
Da PW
equation (B.6) can be expressed as
P = A cosh( STx) + B sinh( +STX) (B.7)
La La
where A and B are the constants determined by the boundary conditions. Using
boundary condition (B.4)
PX=O = -G = B (B.8)
ax La
where G is the Laplace transform of g(t). We can determine
B = -G L (B.9)
/1 + ST
Using boundary condition (B.5)
OP ____ +__.___s 1+ r 21+sS=Xm = 0 = A sinh( Xm) + B cosh( L Xm)(B.10)ax La La La La
we have
#1 + STA = -B coth( Xm) (B.11)
La
The solution for the ambipolar diffusion (B.1) is
v1+ST 1+Sr -1+STP = -B coth( xm) cosh( x) +B sinh( x)La La La
-B V1+S T 1+ST
sinh( xm)[cosh( La xm) cosh( La )
-sinh( La x m) sn (La
- Gsinh( LsxM) s
cosh (x - xm) (B. 12)
v1 +s- s sinh xM) La
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At x =0,
PO = GLa coth( +S M) (B.13)
v1+ Ts La
Substituting qo(t) = qAxmi-po(t) and ii(t) = qAl-jbDag1(t) into equation (B.13),
equation (B.13) in S-domain is written as
1La V1+sT
i(s) = Qo(s)-- + sr tanh( Xm)
T Xm La
1 L 2
= Qo(s)- 2 X tanh(X) (B.14)
r xM
where X = FiXm. Making use of equation (B.14) and identity
1
X tanh(X) = X2+111 (B. 15)
the transfer function can be written as
H(s) = 11(s) _ 1 (B.16)Qo(s) Zo + 3-+
To 5Z 0+...
where Zo = r/(1 + sr) and To = xn/Da. Substituting qo(t) = qAxmi-po(t) and
ii(t) = qA!-bDagi(t) into boundary condition (B.4), the total current in the PIN
diode is obtained
i(t) = ii(t) + i,(t) = ii(t) + (qO(t) )2 1 (B.17)
r1 IE
2
where IE = qA .1+b The carriers qo(t) injected into base-region from P+n andhpr2 b
nN+ junctions can be obtained from the diode DC characteristic as implemented in
PSPICE [75]:
qo(t) 1 in (t) (B.18)
V1 + in(t KKF
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Figure B-2: The three-stage equivalent circuit and model equations interpretation
(a linear distributed dynamic system and two nonlinear static blocks) for PIN Spice
Model [49].
with in(t) = Is(EA/NVT - 1)
The characteristics of P+n and nN+ junctions in equation (B.18), the transfer
function in (B.16) and the current model in equation (B.17) have been modeled with
a three-stage equivalent circuit [49], shown in Fig.B-2. The first nonlinear static block
uses applied voltage V(t) as input and injected carriers qo(t) as output to model the
characteristics of P+n and nN+ junctions. The linear dynamic block models the
transfer function in (B.16) to describe the dynamic performance in the base-region.
The second non-linear static block uses the outputs of the previous blocks as input
and gives the output i(t) which is the total current across the PIN diode.
SPICE Model Results
The large-signal analysis was done with sinusoidal and pulse voltage sources which
may be used in analog and digital applications, respectively. Since the factor F
depends on voltage and frequency according to Sec.3.2, the factor F was extracted by
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Figure B-3: Large-signal analysis with sinusoidal source V(t) =VO+V1 sin(27rft--K/2)
( VO = -V, V = 0. ).
comparing the SPICE and MEDIC simulation for different voltages and frequencies.
F2 is used to tune the reverse-recovery because HSPICE can't converge with nonlinear
element G3 in reference [49]. Appendix C gives the dependance of the factors F1 and
F2 on the sinusoidal voltage source V(t) = Vo + V sin(27rft - 7r/2). It can be seen
that the factors approach to 1 as the frequency and voltage amplitude reduce. The
results in low voltage amplitude further verify that it's reasonable to apply F1=1 to
the DC and small-signal analysis.
In digital applications, the pulse voltage source is used to simulate logic 1 and
0. The simulated current and total carriers have been done with MEDICI [45] and
HSPICE [50] for voltage square pulse train between 1V and OV and voltage square
pulse tain between 1V and -1V. In MEDICI modeling, the total carriers are obtained
by integrating the carriers in the waveguide region, not including the thin slab regions
in Fig. 3-1. However, in HSPICE simulations, part of injected carriers in every cycle
are moved out of waveguide by current, part of those recombine and the other remain
inside the waveguide. It's hard to know exactly how many carriers recombine and
remain inside the waveguide region directly from HSPICE simulations. The total
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Figure B-4: (a) Carriers obtained from HSPICE simulations, (b) carriers ob-
tained from MEDICI simulations, (c) comparison between carries from HSPICE and
MEDICI . The square pulse train starts with 1V and varies between +1V and OV,
the period is T = 1/5GHz and PIN diode length is L = 5OO0pm.
current across the diode is written as
Itot.spice(t) = Is.sce(t) + Irem.spjce(t) + Irec.spce(t) (B.19)
where I'.sce (t), Irem.spjce(t) and 'recspce (t) correspond to the carriers Q,. c(t) in-
jected and removed by current, Qrem.spice(t) remaining and Qrec.spice(t) recombining
inside the diode respectively. The carriers can be obtained by integrating the current
Q(t) = fo* I(t jdt/q:
Qtot.spice(t ) = Qs.spieft ) + Qrem.spice(t ) + Qrec.spice(t ) ( B.20)
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.
It can be seen that the carriers Q,.,pj,,(t) return to zero periodically. The carri-
ers Qrem.syce(t) + Qrec-spice(t) increase as time, and, in the first order, can be ex-
tracted by fitting all the minimum points in the plot of total carriers versus time
in HSPICE simulations, as shown in Fig.B-4(a). Therefore the Qs.spice(t) can be
obtained by, Qs.spice(t) = Qtot.spice(t) - [Qrem.spice(t) + Qrec-spice(t)]. It's hard to dis-
tinguish Qrem-spice(t) and Qrec.spice(t) in HSPICE simulations. Fortunately, MEDICI
modeling can provide Qrem.spice = Qrem.medici which is extracted by fitting all the min-
imum points in the plot of total carriers versus time in MEDICI modeling, as shown
in Fig.B-4(b). Consequently, the integrated carriers in MEDICI Qtotmedici are equal
to the stored carriers obtained from HPSICE Qs.spice(t) + Qrem.medici(t), as shown in
Fig.B-4(c).
Two kinds of pulse trains are used in SPICE modeling: voltage square pulse
train between 1V and OV and voltage square pulse train between IV and -1V. These
two pulse trains can be used to generate return-to-zero (RZ) and non-return-to-zero
(NRZ) signals in digital applications. Figs. B-5, B-6, B-7 and B-8 give the current
and total carriers variation versus time with the periods of T = 1/5GHz and T =
1/10GHz. The HSPICE simulation results match the those from MEDICI very well
when reaching steady-state.
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Figure B-5: (a) Modeled current versus time from MEDICI (solid) and HSPICE
(dashed). (b) total carriers (half electrons and half holes) variation in the waveguide
versus time of MEDICI (solid) and HSPICE (dashed). The square pulse train starts
with 1V and varies between +1V and OV, period is T = 1/5GHz and PIN diode
length is L = 500[m.
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Figure B-6: (a) Modeled current versus time of MEDICI (solid) and HSPICE
(dashed). (b) total carriers (half electrons and half holes) variation in the waveg-
uide versus time of MEDICI (solid) and HSPICE (dashed). The square pulse train
starts with 1V and varies between +1V and -lV , period is T = 1/5GHz and PIN
diode length is L = 500pm.
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Figure B-7: (a) Modeled current versus time of MEDICI (solid) and HSPICE
(dashed). (b) total carriers (half electrons and half holes) Variation in the Waveguide
versus time of MEDICI (solid) and HSPICE (dashed). The square pulse train starts
with 1V and varies between +1V and OV, the period is T = 1/10GHz and PIN diode
length is L = 500pm.
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Figure B-8: (a) Modeled current versus time of MEDICI (solid) and HSPICE
(dashed). (b) total carriers (half electrons and half holes) Variation in the waveg-
uide versus time of MEDICI (solid) and HSPICE (dashed). The square pulse train
starts with 1V and varies between +1V and -1V, period is T = 1/10GHz and PIN
diode length is L = 500p.tm.
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Appendix C
PiN Diode SPICE Model Code
** Generated for: hspice
** Generated on: Jan. 5, 2007
**Fuwan Gan, fuwanOmit.edu
**** parameter table *
* Pulse square voltage source V0->V1->V0---V1 *
* freq=5GHz, VO/V1=1/OV, F1=15, F2=1.8, Lam=0.9 *
* freq=10GHz,VO/V1=1/OV, F1=5, F2=1.8, Lam=0.9 *
* freq=5GHz, VO/V1=+/-1V, F1=1, F2=1, Lam=0.9 *
* freq=10GHz,VO/V1=+/-1V, F1=0.9,F2=1, Lam=0.9 *
*+++++++++++++ ++ +++++ +++++ ++++++++++*
* Sinusoidal voltagesource V=VO+V1.sin(wt) *
* freq=1OGHz,VO/V1=0.5/0.5V, F1=30, F2=1, Lam=0.03 *
* freq=10GHz,VO/V1=0.5/0.25V,F1=29, F2=1, Lam=0.03 *
* freq=5GHz, VO/V1=0.5/0.5V, F1=23, F2=1, Lam=0.03 *
* freq=5GHz, VO/V1=0.5/0.25V,F1=23, F2=1, Lam=0.03 *
* freq=1GHz, VO/V1=0.5/0.5V, F1=3, F2=1, Lam=0.03 *
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.PARAM
******** Modify parameters *
+ Length=500e-6 F1=23 F2=1 Lam=0.03
+ LO=500e-6 n=0.85 phi=.7 tau=0.00lu w=0.9u VPT=10
+ is=5.78E-12 ik=3 ie=le-3
+ rmin=1.8m rmax=80k cj=1.48E-14
+ ratio='Length/LO' to='w*w/.001935/4'
+ va='w*w/tau/0.075' af='to/tau'
* define PN junction diode
.MODEL PN D (IS='IS' IK='IK' N='N')
*** * begin subckt definition *
.subckt PiNModel anode cathode
* Main circuit
cjunc anode cathode 'cj*ratio'
gpinF anode cathode value='i(v2)*F1*ratio'
*PiN diode
eF netlO net20 value='v(anode,cathode)'
rmax netlO net12 'rmax'
rmin netlO netil 'rmin'
*grmod neti1 net12 value='v(net 11,net12)*( (1-Lam)*v(net2,net3) +Lam*V(net2)) /va'
grmod netli net12 VCCS POLY(3) netli net12 net2 net3 net2 0 0 0 0 0 0 '(1-
Lam)/va' 'Lam/va'
gpin net12 net20 value='i(v2)'
vgnd net20 0 0
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* the next resistance helps convergence
rpin netlO 0 1e12
*Pn, nN junctions
*ej net30 0 value='v(net12,net20)'
ej net30 0 VCVS net12 net20 1
vi net30 net3l 0
* two different junction diodes
dpi net3l net32 PN
din net32 0 PN
* 10th order H(s) approximation
*eO neti 0 value='i(vl)'
hireg neti 0 CCVS vi 1
v2 neti net2 0
*GE net2 0 value='pos(V(net2)*V(net2))/ie'
GE netdummy2 0 VCCS POLY(1) netdummy2 0 0 0 '1/ie'
* memorize current
v-dummyl netdummy2 netdummyl 0
v-dummy2 net2 netdummy2 0
rpl netdummyl net3 1
cpl net-dummyl net3 'tau'
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rsl net3 0 'af/3*F2'
* Grsl net3 0 value-'3*V(net3)/af/hh(V(net2O,netl2),-i(v2))'
* hspice can't converge with nonlinear element Grsl,
* therefore Factor F2 is used to tune the reverse-recovery.
rp2 net3 net4 5
cp2 net3 net4 'tau/5'
rs3 net4 0 'af/7'
rp4 net4 net5 9
cp4 net4 net5 'tau/9'
rs5 net5 0 'af/1i'
rp6 net5 net6 13
cp6 net5 net6 'tau/13'
rs6 net6 0 'af/15'
rp7 net6 net7 17
cp7 net6 net7 'tau/17'
rs7 net7 0 'af/19'
.ends PiNModel
*** * End subckt definition *
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